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PREFACE

This final version of the AFIRMS Functional Area Requirement (FAR) contains

changes and corrections to factual errors in the earlier draft version, released

23 October 1979.

Comments have been received from HQ USAF, HQ TAC, 9AF, 354TFW, and 4TFW, as

requested. Minor changes and errors have been resolved, and additional require-

ment information supplied by readers has been included.

An errata compendium will be published as a supplement to this document. In-

depth changes in definitions, doctrinal issues, and philosophical. issues will be

discussed in response to the thorough critique received from readers.

AF/XOORM and SofTech, Inc., appreciate the time and effort expended by every-

one who reviewed and commented on this document.
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ABSTRACT

Air Force readiness measurement information requirements are stated. These

requirements are contrasted with existing readiness measurement products, and

deficiencies and limitations are discussed. The need for an improved method of

measuring unit level and overall force readiness based on a new concept - that

of a tasking-based capability metric - is proposed. Finally, a recommended course

of action for realizing the AFIR!4S Functional Area Requirement is presented.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The AFIRMS Program

The Air Force Integrated Readiness Measurement System (AFIRMS) program

was initiated in April 1978 by the Directorate of Operations and Readiness,

Headquarters Air Force. The goal of AFIRMS is to provide Air Force decision

makers and their staffs with a complete, timely, and accurate assessment of

their combat readiness. Specifically, AFIRMS will support crisis planning and

management, day-to-day operations, and budget and resource allocation.

Since AFIRMS requirements analysis began, over five hundred Air Force

personnel at four command levels and various functional areas within Head-

quarters Air Force, Tactical Air Command (TAC), Strategic Air Command (SAC),

Military Airlift Command (MAC), and Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) have

provided their expertise and have stated their readiness information require-

ments. Based on their contributions, the functional models and information

requirements in this document were formulated.

Readiness Information Needs

Decreased response times to threats, the need to address multiple war

scenarios, and increased weapon sophistication have brought about new and more

stringent readiness information requirements.

During the readiness analysis, it became apparent that the Air Force needs

a tool that will enable commanders and staff to make precise, well-understood,

and objective statements about the readiness of their resources. The basis

of this kind of understanding is readiness information which is tasking-based

and available to support decision makers at all command levels. Unit readiness

must be measured against the tasking levied on the unit. With this understanding

of readiness, each resource is viewed as part of a complex, highly advanced system

that delivers a force to deter or defeat threats.

A decision support system is required to enhance the readiness posture of

these resources. This supporting system must be based on and reflect the well-

defined, accepted, and understood readiness concepts surrounding these resources.
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To begin to satisfy these Air Force needs, this document defines the

readiness information requirements of the tactical (CONUS-based) fighter forces

and their support units. The results of the analysis done at Air Staff, Major

Command, Numbered Air Force, and Wing levels have established the need for an

improved method of readiness measurement as well as a better way to express

readiness. This document will serve as a basis of understanding for all

future APIRMS work.

FAR Analysis Findings

The analysis approach used in deriving the FAR views the Air Force

as an integrated system. A wing, for example, is that pert of the Air Force

system that produces sorties of a specified type. Each component of a wing

works together to generate sorties. If one of the essential components is

missing or not operational, the sorties either do not happen or do not happen

at the right time. The information needed at the wing level is the readiness

of the wing to produce a certain type of sortie for a specified mission at a

designated time. The information is very detailed and must be immediately

available. As the level of command progresses to the Air Staff, the required

level of detail, not the readiness information, changes. The wing remains the

focus of readiness information.

Viewing the Air Force as an integrated system shows that what appear to j
be complex unique readiness information requirements at each command level,

are really not overly complex or unique. A functional area manager's readiness

information requirements at one level closely resemble, or are the same, as

the counterpart at another level. The data used is the same or similar.

What greatly differs is authority at different levels according to Air Force

regulations and policy. The managerial functions also exhibit many similar-

ities, specifically in decision making. The need for identifying shortfalls,

reallocating resources, selecting and determining the capability of units, and

determining dollar impacts on readiness are functions germane to resource

management and response to crisis. The system view looks at the ability

of Air Force resources to generate various types of sorties for training, J
exercise, or combat. The system view also considers the constraints on readi-

ness of various mission types and tasking.
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Another readiness factor addressed in this analysis is the kind of

decision information used for daily business contrasted to contingency or

crisis response. During a crisis, detailed readiness information is needed

immediately throughout the Air Force. Higher levels of command get very

Interested in details, especially early in a contingency. By contrast, the

wing always needs more detail than higher commands. However, higher command

managers sometimes require details to answer questions or to make decisions.

Routinely, force planners, budget defenders, and resource managers need precise

readiness statements, current and predicted capability, and historical infor-

mation.

Current Readiness Measurement

Since its beginning, the Air Force has continually sought to improve readi-

ness concepts. Current readiness measurement methods are considerable improve-

ments over resource inventory counts that once served to assess readiness. Today,

unit readiness is reported Air Force-wide and is structured according to four

major resource areas. This is a regimented daily reporting responsibility of

all Air Force wings. Unit status is summarized and rated and may be compared

by weapon system, resource area, and Major Command. The information desired

about the resource depends on the user's management level and the purpose for

obtaining the information.

The unique aspect of each set of current readiness information is the

point of view of the user. Each functional area has its own way of express-

ing readiness about the resources that are its responsibility. Since current

readiness assessment is resource-oriented rather than tasking-oriented, deci-

sion makers view readiness as a percent of authorized resources operationally

or combat ready at a unit. What managers really need to know is whether or

not unit resources can reasonably be expected to support the accomplishment

of specific tasking. Tasking is that which imposes a sortie commitment on

the unit.

Additionally, current systems exhibit traits or characteristics which

diminish their usefulness as decision support systems:
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" Resource data capture is a cumbersome, labor-intensive process requir-

ing considerable subjective judgement. The techniques used. encourage

a high error rate.

" The timeliness of available readiness information is inadequate for

crisis management.

* Information is not directly available to decision makers below the

Major Command level. (Creates problems in maintaining current and

accurate data for use at any level).

• Current systems do not make the information available in a useful

form. They just produce sorted lists of resource status. -

" There is no capability to project readiness or tie readiness to dollars.

Conclusions

This analysis yielded a definition of readiness that centers on tasking.

To what degree desired readiness can be realized depends on the tasking imposed

on the current posture. Any system implemented to support readiness management

must objectively satisfy this concept. The deficiencies of current systems

are of such a profound nature that they cannot be remedied by simply improving

existing methods. To remedy these deficiencies, the AFIRIS program must devise

a uniform, commonly understood measure of unit readiness to perform specific

tasking; it must also provide useful measurement tools and coherent informa-

tional products to both its users and data producers.

Recommendations

This FAR recommends that the feasibility, utility, and cost of satisfying

the readiness information requirements stated within, be analyzed and documented

before proceeding to full scale system development. To accomplish this, the

proposed approach is an AFIRMS Learning Prototype Phase (LPP). The major LPP

products should be: (1) A final, detailed Functional Description (PD) of

AFIRMS, based on the most pragmatic kind of judgement by the user - judgement

based on "hands-on" experience, (2) a complete functional specification, inde-

pendent of vendor product line; and (3) a Data Automation Requirement (DAR)

document for an operational system, with supporting economic analysis, a fea-

sible schedule, and high-confidence estimates for acquisition cost and costs

of ownership.
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

This document is concerned with the readiness measurement information

requirements of the Air Force. It is, in fact, a statement of the Functional

Area Requirement for the Air Force Integrated Readiness Measurement System

(AFIRMS).

1.1 Background

The AFIRMS program was initiated by the Directorate of Operations and

Readiness, Headquarters United States Air Force in April 1978. The objective

of the program is to provide Air Force decision makers and their staffs with

a complete, timely, and accurate assessment of their combat readiness.

The completion of this document culminates the extensive study and analysis

needed to accurately identify the requirements for readiness measurement

information. At the same time, this FAR begins the conceptual phase of AFIRMS

development.

Over five hundred Air Force personnel have provided expertise, advice,

guidance, and most importantly, critical reviews of working documents. These

personnel represent all levels of command and various functional areas within

the Headquarters Air Force, Tactical Air Command, Strategic Air Command, Military

Airlift Command, and Air Force Logistics Command.

1.2 What This Document is Not

Having stated that this document is about readiness measurement, it is

important to state what it is not about. It is not concerned with a specific

solution to the problem of satisfying the stated requirements, nor of providing

a cost justification for a solution to that problem. The subset of those require-

ments to be satisfied through automation will be described in greater detail in

the AFIRMS Functional Description (FD). Specific hardware/software suites satisfy-

ing these FD system requirements will be evaluated in the AFIRMS Data Automation

Requirements (DAR). The stated object of this document, however, is to firmly

establish the need for - the WHAT and WHY - of AFIRMS.
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1.3 The WHY

Force readiness is a critical consideration in many Air Force decisions.

Accurate and sufficiently robust force readiness information is needed to sup-

port:

1. Development and defense of the POM

P * Requires a capability to tie dollars to readiness - Public .1

Law 95-79, FY78, Defense Authorization Act

2. Allocation and reallocation of resources on a daily basis

3. Force planning and war planning

4. Crisis management

e Must select unit to respond

* Must determine shortfalls and possible corrective actions ]
To satisfy these needs, readiness must be stated in terms of Air Force

ability to perform assigned tasking. Also, there are requirements to evaluate

past readiness, current readiness, and the readiness of alternative future

forces.

Although several methods are used for assessing combat readiness, a con-

sensus of Air Force decision makers reflects dissatisfaction with the quality

and timeliness of the readiness measurement information provided. For example,

responding to crisis or contingency situations requires quick and accurate

assessments of unit and overall force readiness to perform specified tasking.

As a crisis rapidly changes, the source data representing the crisis situation

may change significantly. Decision makers and their staffs do not have adequate

tools available to them to quickly and easily access readiness measurements

in a form immediately usable. The level of detail, manner of expression, or

structure of the data may not be appropriate for readiness assessment purposes.

During the course of Interviews with Contingency Support Staff (CSS) members,

it was learned that much data must be processed slowly and manually before

it is usable. In many cases, the validity of the data is suspect, and frequent

phone calls, often necessarily over secure lines, must be made to verify and

explain data. Even after involved manual processing, the posture of resources

1-2
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that affect the required readiness assessment is not always apparent. Never-

theless, large quantities of data are collected, reported, and pro'!essed daily

in an attempt to provide the desired information. A functional area require-

ment exists for readiness information based on tasking, rather than for more

resource status data.

1.4 The WHAT

Before prescribing a solution to the readiness measurement problem, we

must first describe what information the users need. This can only be done by

examining and describing the decision-making activities in the Air Force that

require readiness measurement information. By examination of the overall require-

ment in context, the specific requirement can be derived, along with the desired

properties, such as completeness, accuracy, level of detail or aggregation, and

availability. This provides a baseline against which the limitations and defi-

ciencies of current methods can be measured, or improved methods may be specified.

Specifically, the AFIRMS FAR:

• Presents readiness measurement information requirements in the relevant

Air Force context

" Assesses current readiness measurement products

" Points out the limitations and deficiencies of current products

" Presents conclusions

" Recommends management actions.

1.5 A Working Vocabulary

There are numerous meanings of readiness-related terms in current usage;

see Appendix B for a collection currently used within the Department of Defense.

For purposes of readiness measurement in the AFIRMS context, it was necessary to

choose precise meanings for readiness-related terms. Once this was accomplished,

a rationale for readiness measurement had been created. The reader must be

familiar with those terms as they are defined in this section; otherwise, the

content of succeeding sections may be unclear.

The readiness-related terms used in this document are based on the Tactical

Fighter Wing Operations Model presented in Appendix D, Models. Since it is
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the operational readiness of the force that is of interest, the properties

being measured to provide an assessment of readiness are derived from the .

wing operations model.

For readiness measurement purposes, readiness has meaning only in terms

of capability to perform specified tasking. This capability can be expressed

in units of measurement, such as sorties.

Readiness, for our purposes, must always be related to tasking. Thus, we

define readiness as the capability available to perform the tasking specified

in an OPLAN, frag order, or flying schedule.

Note that capability, as defined here, is not a direct function of the .

threat. The threat is implicit in the tasking. In this FAR, the concept of

readiness is not extended to military effectiveness. Effectiveness is concerned

with what is required to achieve political goals. Effectiveness issues are

not addressed in this document.

In the AFIRMS context, readiness is also different from sustainability.

Sustainability means being able to maintain a certain level of capability over

a specified period of time. Sustainability is addressed in this document.

A working set of readiness measurement terms is presented in Appendix A,

Definitions.

1.6 Remainder of Report

Readiness measurement information requirements in Section 3 are presented

in the context of a management decision network. SADT models describe three

management levels and show the data needed to carry out management functions

in response to crisis and in day-to-day management. Models and tables show

the decisions to be made and how readiness measurement information requirements -

are similar and different relative to command level and viewpoint. The models

and requirements were formulated from interviews and supplementary Air Force

documentation. Readiness measurement information requirements are addressed

in terms of content, timing, and format.
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In Section 4 readiness measurement products are discussed giving a histori-

cal perspective since 1947 and identifying Air Force readiness assessment systems

currently in use. Readiness concepts, such as C-ratings and percentages, are

evaluated. The limitations and deficiencies of current readiness measurements

are explained by focusing on the metric used, the fidelity of the measurements

(precision, timeliness, and synchronization), and the coherence of the readiness

information currently presented. After comparing readiness measurement infor-

mation requirements to existing capabilities, Section 4 highlights the resulting

readiness measurement needs.

The conclusions in Section 5 summarize the needs pointed out in Section 4.

An improved method of readiness measurement and a better product are required

to provide the information of the quality and utility desired by the Air Force.

A tasking-based readiness metric expressed in standard units or language and a

method of deriving required readiness in terms of sorties by mission type are

the main requirements presented.

Future AFIRMS development requires a Learning Prototype Phase to con-

firm the feasibility of satisfying FAR requirements. The objectives and major

tasks required for this effort are presented and discussed in Section 6, Recom-

mendations. To ensure technical accuracy and satisfaction of the FAR, continued

user involvement is recommended.
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SECTION 2 - METHODOLOGY

2.1 Approach

To be valid, the Functional Area Requirement for AFIRMS, as for any system,

must be the result of a careful analysis of user needs. AFR 300-15, 16 January

1978, page 1-3, empbasizes the importance of the conceptual phase of system study

and development:

"Analyzing the Requirements. After the requirements have been
stated, they must be analyzed to identify and define any problems
that will be involved in providing, changing, or converting a manage-
ment or operational capability to meet the requirement. The set of
requirements that emerges after this analysis is the main tool used
in project direction and control. Since the inability to produce this
governing set of requirements may be a sign that the project is not
needed, it is essential that: (1) The analysis be thorough and avoid
specifying any specific design solution. (2) The analysis documentation
defines the requirements clearly and fully."

The approach used to achieve these goals for AFIRMS consists of three

essential elements. First, the desired user capability is defined in the form

of readiness measurement information requirements. Next, actual automated and

manual methods currently used for readiness evaluation are examined. Finally,

the difference between desired and actual capabilities is presented in terms

of deficiencies (unmet requirements) and limitations (poorly met requirements).

Only after these steps have been performed, can valid conclusions be drawn and

appropriate recommendations made.

2.2 Scope

Rather than attempt a detailed study of the readiness information require-

ments of the entire Air Force, the scope of the analysis described in this docu-

ment was reduced through several simplifying assumptions.
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First, the result of the analysis describes the requiremenLs of the CONUS-

based, deployable tactical fighter forces only. The tactical fighter forces

were chosen because estimation of their readiness is more difficult and more

unstructured than for other commands. This is caused by the multiplicity of

tasks contained in the tactical mission.
-7

SUPPORTTOTACTICAL -FC OISI
FORCES MAAILF

TACTICALFORC E:S ..ON E C

*I

TAC receives support from other commands. Strategic Air Command (SAC) pro-

vides air refueling, Military Airlift Command (MAC) provides airlift, and Air

Force Logistics Command (AFLC) provides logistics support. TAC is allocated

some portion of these other commands' resources and capabilities to support its

operation; however, TAC does not own or control these other commands. Since

the scope of the current analysis effort does not extend to SAC, MAC, and AFLC,

this document does not analyze the internal details of how these commands provide

support. Instead, their support allocations to TAC is accepted at the level they

commit. Separate analysis of these other commands would be necessary to determine

their readiness, not TAC's.
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Second, Air Force management was described using two points of view, the

day-to-day management or "business" view, and response to crisis. As will be

seen in Section 3, the activities that go into these two points of view are

different, and the information requirements also differ.

OPERATIONS

DAYTO
DAY CRISIS RESPONSE

Rather than model all operational management activities, the activities

during a contingency situation are described. In other words, events leading

up to a war plus the first seven days, rather than an entire war, are described.

The crisis contingency model can also be viewed as a worst case surge situation,

especially with respect to the quickness that information is required; in either

crisis or contingency, it represents operational decisions and the information

needed to make them.

2-3
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MGMT{ HO TAC, NA/

TFW MGT.

Third, management was described at three echelons: Tactical Fighter Wing

corresponds to line management in charge of specific tasks. Next, HQ TAC

corresponds to resource management and goal setting levels of management. Note

that the activities of a Numbered Air Force are similiar to HQ TAC but at a

lesser level of aggregation. At the top, Air Staff responsibility includes

budget, policy, resource allocation, and force level decision making, as well

as guidance.

The TFW operations model at the bottom of the cube describes actual wing

activities required to generate sorties, not the management of the wing.

These levels were chosen because the information requirements are different

at each of these levels. Much of the source information is the same, but the

requirements are different because the points of view and. responsibilities are

different. At the wing, we find a relative structured situation, specific tasks

requiring detailed information near real-time. At the HQ TAC level, we find a -

semi-structured situation, such as resource allocation among wings, with somewhat

aggregated data required with less currency and rapidity than at the wing, except

during a contingency. At the Air Staff level, except in a contingency or crisis,

there are very long range and broad management problems, such as force modifica-

tion, operational planning, budget programming, and threat quantification The

information is required in a highly aggregated form for some purposes; yet
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unpredictable requirements for details may occur to support Air Force program

reclamas or to plan force assignments to meet perceived threats.

The figure below summarizes the scope of this study. Models have been

constructed for the shaded parts and are contained in Appendix D.

OPERA i IONS

DAY-TO-DAY CRISIS RESPONSE

SUPPORT

TACTICAL

FORCES

LONG RANGE, POUCY STAFF WAR

RESOURCE MGT., T
GOAL SETTING

LINE MANAGEMENT, ITFW MGT WAR
SPECIFIC TASKS R- W

TFW OPERATIONS

Finally, the analysis addresses only readiness measurement information

requirements, not all information requirements. This significantly reduces

the scope since, as examination of the tables in Section 3, Readiness Measure-

ment Information Requirements, shows, other kinds of information requirements

are apparent and could be derived from the models in this study. To understand

the criteria for calling a particular requirement a readiness measurement infor-

mation requirement, one must be familiar with the definitions presented in para-

graph 1.5, A Working Vocabulary.
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2.3 Techniques

Information requirements could be the system builder's preference or the

combined wish lists of real and imagined users of the proposed system. This

approach to requirements definition is not the one used to develop this Func-

tional Area Requirement. The information presented in this document is the

result of the extensive study and analysis of what users do, what decisions

they make, the information used to influence those decisions, and the pro-

perties of that information. The primary sources of the information used to

derive the FAR were Air Force personnel, the people who prepare and use readi-

ness measurement information. A cross section of these personnel at all levels -

of command were interviewed and consulted.

Additionally, the functions to be supported by readiness measurement infor-

mation had to be understood. Significant effort was devoted to comprehending

the processes, policies, procedures, and organization of the Air Force.

Most recently, for the reasons discussed in the previous section, inter-

views were conducted within the Tactical Air Command. With direction provided

by AF/XOORM, interviews proceeded from the Air Staff through HQ TAC, HQ 9AF,

4TFW, and 354TFW. The use of this path allowed an appreciation of the control-

ling information and activities at higher command levels and the realization

and control of the intended operations at the Tactical Fighter Wings. Along the

way, similarities and differences in how readiness measurement and the associ-

ated information requirements are viewed at each command level were learned.

Always, the user's viewpoint was taken and his requirements explored.

A disciplined analysis technique, called SADT" - Structured Analysis and

Design Technique, a trademark of SofTech, Inc. - was used throughout the study

and analysis effort. SADT consists of a graphical language for describing

systems. The language describes the relationships between activities and data

within a system such that people with diverse backgrounds can understand the

system being described. This language allows unambiguous communication of

information between analysts and people interviewed. The technique includes

a precise method for developing these descriptions as well as procedures for

documenting the analysis process. The SADT language is used in Section 3,

Readiness Measurement Information Requirements, and Appendix D, Models, to
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present the reasults of the requirements analysis. These SADT diagrams have been
through a thorough review cycle. They hove been reviewed by many of those who

furnished information as well as AF/XOORM and project personnel.
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SECTION 3 - READINESS MEASUREMENT INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Section Contents

This section presents readiness measurement information requirements in the

context of management decisions that depend on information. SADT models are used

to describe these requirements. Collectively, these models form a management

decision network operating continuously and changing emphasis as the world situa-

tion dictates. This model network is explained in Section 3.2.

The functions (or activities) in the models occur at three different levels

of command. The information (data) in the models is needed to carry out the func-

tions. The activity diagrams that appear in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are overviews of

the models. The complete set of models is in Appendix D.

There is also text above each diagram in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 to explain the

activities and decisions taking place. Opposite each page of text and model

diagram is a table (either summary or foldout) that correlates to the opposing

diagram. (Readers should first read the text, then scan the diagram, and last

correlate the table with the diagram.)

The purpose of each foldout in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4.1 is to specify the

information required to make the decision or to perform the activity listed in

the fist column of the table. The boldface underlined activities in the first

column of each table match the activities on the overview diagram. Thus, on

two facing pages, the reader can see one command level of the management decision

network, in either day-to-day (Section 3.3) or crisis (Section 3.4) mode, and

the information needed to support each function. For readers wishing to skip

the foldout detailed tables, Sections 3.3 and 3.4 contain high level summaries

(with tables and diagrams) of the general information requirements.

Readers should review the foldout table columns titled Readiness Measure-

ment Requirements and see how they relate to the activities and decisions listed.

For those who want more detail and would like to see data that support these

information requirements, Appendix F contains examples of the kinds of resource

data and tasking information that capability statements should address. The

data is ordered by major functional areas at three command levels within the

tactical fighter forces. Appendix F contains instructions for reviewing the
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data. Keep in mind that these resources, as well as the data about them, must

be integrated to yield a measurable unit of readiness. Otherwise, less mean-

ingful management decision information will be produced.
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3.2 Readiness Measurement Information for A Management Decision Network

Readiness measurement information must indicate to Air Force managers to

what degree tactical fighter units and combat related units can perform their

tasking. In the tactical fighter forces, readiness measurement information

must convey the readiness of Tactical Fighter Wings (TFW) to produce a specific

type of sortie. This information is needed by Air Force managers day-to-day

and during a contingency. To derive the requiremencs for readiness measurement

information, the functions and activities of Air Force personnel in the chain

of command that need readiness measurement information were analyzed. The

decisions occurring at each level of management during day-to-day and contin-

gency were documented using SADT models. The figure below represents a network

of the models produced. Each triangle symbolizes a model in the network.

READINESS
DATA

MAC A
SAC
AFLC -IR noncuded)

(not included) SAF TA KING

I REC,
DATA T TON

(not included)
TASKING

A -MODEL DATA. i TASKING
n AND NUMBER

A= DAY TO DAY
MODELS

-CRISIS.
CONTINGENCY.
EXERCISE. DATA-./ 5 6
MODELS TASIN

SRUC ATE

STATUS
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The network shows both the chain of command and the information flow between

Air Force management levels. Models I through 6 describe the manaxement func-

tions analyzed at Air Staff, Tactical Air Command, and Tactical Fighter Wings.

Model 8 describes the operation of a Tactical Fighter Wing. It portrays the

wing resources as a working system producing sorties. This generic functional

model can be activated for training, exercises, operational inspections, crisis,

and war. Model 7 ties the Tactical Fighter Wing's management to its operation

through a reporting structure. These models are descriptive. They describe

current working systems as they are, not as they should be. No attempt has been

made to prescribe a decision support system or a readiness measurement support

system. The information requirements describe the kind of readiness information

needed to support decision makers. System products have not been prescribed.

It should be noted that separate models were not prepared for management

functions performed at the Numbered Air Forces (NAF). Their activities closely

resemble those of HQ TAC, and they use aggregated wing data in supporting HQ TAC.

JCS and CINC triangles are provided for context only; they are out of the scope

of this analysis.

Table 3-1 lists the contents of each model. Only the overview diagrams

appear in this section (A-i, AO). For details in lower level diagrams, refer

to Appendix D page numbers listed.
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TABLE 3-I: AIR FORCE MANAGEMENT DECISION MODELS

DAY.-TO-DAY

Diagram Title Page No.

A-I Maintain Air Force Readiness (Sumsry) 3-8 (D-11)

MODEL I - AIR STAFF D-13

A-O Context: Manage Air Force Resources D--15

AO Manage Air Force Resources (Day-to-Day) 3-10 (D-16)

Al Determine Air Force Resource Requirements D-17

All Plan Force Structure D-I8

A13 Specify Performance and Resource Requirements D-19

A2 Obtain Resources D-20

A21 Develop and Defend POM D-21

A3 Monitor and Manage D-22

A31 Oversee Operations and Programs D-23

A33 Respond to Questions and Problems D-24

MODEL 3 - TACTICAL AIR COMMAND D-25

A-0 Context: Manage Tactical Fighter Wings D-27

AD Manage Tactical Fighter Wings (Day-to-Day) 3-12 (D-28)

Al Analyze Requirements D-29

A2 Develop Plans for Accomplishing Requirements D-30

A3 Obtain Required Support D-31

AA Monitor Performance D-32

MODEL 5 - TACTICAL FIGHTER WINGS D-33

A-0 Context: Manage Wing Operations (Day-to-Day) D-35

AO Manage Wing Operations (Day-to-Day) 3-14 (D-36)

Al Analyze Wing Requirements D-37

A2 Plan Use of Resources (Long Range) D-38

A3 Obtain Resources D-39

A4 Control Use of Resources D-40

A5 Report Resources D-41
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CRISIS (CONTINGENCY)

Diagram Title Page No.

A-I Plan and Execute Crisis Response (Summary) 3-20 (D-45)

MODEL 2 - AIR STAFF D-47 -7

A-O Context: Support Crisis Preparation and Execution D-49

A Support Crisis Preparation and Execution 3-22 (D-50)

A2 Develop Combat Options D-51

A3 Develop Support and Augmentation Options D-52

A4 Monitor Deployment and Employment D-53

A42 Examine and Analyze Critical Information D-54

MODEL 4 - TACTICAL AIR COMMAND D-55

A-O Context: Prepare and Manage Crisls Response D-57

AO Prepare and Manage Crisis Response 3-26 (D-58)

Al Make Force Decisions D-59

A2 Plan Execution D-60

A3 Coordinate Mission Support D-61

A5 Monitor and Control Deployment D-62

MODEL 6 - TACTICAL FIGHTER WINGS D-63

A-O Context: Respond to Crisis D-65

AD Respond to Crisis 3-28 (D-66)

Al Analyze Wing Requirements D-67

All Activate CSS D-68

A12 Develop Mobility Concept D-69

A13 Plan Operations D-70

A2 Assign Resources D-71

A3 Monitor Mobilization, Deployment, Employment D-72
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WING OPERATIONS MODEL

Diagram Title Page No.

MODEL 7 - TACTICAL FIGHTER WING D-73

FEO Reporting Structure D-75

MODEL 8 - TACTICAL FIGHTER WING* D-77

A-O Context: Operate Tactical Fighter Wing D-79

AO Operate Tactical Fighter Wing D-80

Al Mobilize D-81

A12 Marshall D-82

A13 Load D-83

A2 Generate (Regenerate) D-84

A21 Inspect, Account, or Place (Resources) D-85

A211 Inspect Aircraft D-86

A22 Maintain D-87

A23 Configure D-88

A3 Deploy D-89

A4 Employ D-90

A41 Launch D-91

A42 Perform Mission D-92

A43 Recover D-93

* Note: This model can be activated for: training, exercises, operational

readiness inspection, crisis, and war.
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3.3 Air Force Day-to-Day Management (Summary)

The Air Force is responsible for planning, providing, maintaining, and
training a combat ready Air Force. Day-to-day activities are performed to
ensure the Air Force is prepared to meet its combat commitments. JCS and
CINCs (boxes 1 and 2) are beyond the present scope of this ctudy. They are
included to capture the whole system context.

The Air Staff (box 3) must obtain the funds required to provide and main-
tain resources to perform combat activities. The Air Staff establishes and
defends Air Force funding requirements through the Program Objective Memorandum
(POM) and budgeting process. It establishes allocation levels, reallocates
available resources, and establishes performance standards to maintain and
improve the Air Force readiness posture. To accurately determine resource
requirements, the Air Staff must be able to translate a desired capability
level into specific resource levels and dollar amounts.

The Tactical Air Command (box 4) participates in planning the perceived war-
time operations of its combat wings and continuously monitors wing perfor-
mance. HQ TAC establishes wing training and performance criteria, schedules
wing participation in exercises, coordinates and obtains support from other
Major Commands, SAC and MAC, and resolves problems and deficiencies for wing 7
management. HQ TAC and NAF, as middle management levels, must know the readiness
of each unit to meet specified tasking at any time.

Tactical Fighter Wings (box 5) continuously prepare to fly and fight.
Through training and exercises, wings practice their combat roles. Day-to-day
sortie activity and aircraft maintenance prepare the wing to perform combat
msasions and sustain a fighting force (box 6). Wing management, as first line
managers, require detailed near real-time information to support day-to-day
operations decision making (box 5).
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TABLE 3-2. SUMMARIZED DAY-TO-DAY MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTIONS SUPPORTED

PLAN PROVIDE MAINTAIN TRAIN

CONTENT TIMING FORMAT

e Must reflect readiness impact of - Must be available for performance - Must be presented in formats tailored
trends in condition of resources of day-to-day activities to vareod needs of users

o Must be aggregated to a level which e Must be available in time to make
is useful for making force structure, effective decisions
budgeting, and resource allocation
decisions

e Must identify and quantify system
wide deficiencies

* Must state resource requirements
to meet hypothetical tasking

*Must assist both line management
(wing level decision making) and
higher level management, (Air
Staff decision making)

*Must represent a level of detail
appropriate to the decision being
made

@ Must reflect increase/decrease in
readiness due to resource expendi-
tures

* Must answer questions directly
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3.3.1 Air Staff Decisions

Daily, the Air Staff determines resources needed (box 1), obtains and i

apportions funds to procure the resources (box 2), and oversees the use of
the resources (box 3) to ensure that the Air Force is prepared to meet its
wartime commitment. Readiness information is needed to support the Air
Staff in making far-reaching decisions. Day to day, the Air Staff requires
aggregated wing data for making predictions, planning forces, justifying
budgets, formulating programs, and examining trends for modifications and
procurements.

Air Staff long-range planning requires predictive and historical infor-
mation concerning overall force readiness. Predictive information must state
what capability can be expected from existing resources and what resources are
required to satiqfy a desired level of readiness to meet the perceived threat. -
The historical data must state what levels of readiness were maintained with
available, not authorized resources, and how resource shortfalls affected
readiness levels.
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TABLE 3-3: MANAGE AIR FORCE RESOURCES (AIR STAFF)
(DAY-TO-DAY)_________________ _____

DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENT
ACTIVITY OR DECISION USED - INFORMATION PRO

DETERMINE AF RESOURCE REQUIRE
MENTS (Al1)

a Plan Force Structure (All) 0 Threat Estimates 0 Given required capability levels of existing corn 0 Depict relationships

bat units, the resource requirement to operate at proper amounts of e.
*6 Preplan Use of Force (A12) 0 E xisting AF Resource Data the required levels (e.g., resource requirements to specific assignment

support X number of sorties by type for Y days
* Specify Performance and Resource Wk1p Budgets for Z units or aircraft) 0 Must be basedi on red

Requirements (A13) DOC PAA e g., proper attrition
Flying Hours TA 0 Status of facilities at employment location
UITE Rates Manning Levels 0 Available on an as or'

Performance Data 0 Transportability of resources

0 New Weapon System(s) Data
IMDS Performance Criteria)

OBTAIN RESOURCES IA2)
* Develop and Defend POM (A21) 0 Last Year's POM 0 Must represent fluctuations in capability based * Must present a ccons.r

on different levels of funding, impuct s ()I utS of capabilities
" Develop and Defend Budget (A22) 0 Existin~g AF Resource Data (eqg., status, capabilities as a result of budget cuts or resource

location, amount, availability) allocations 0 Must permit coupA
" Procure and Enlist (A23) hypothetical data,

* Panel Briefings 0 OvXerall readiness implications of dollar decisions thIrty level with S50

S25 nrillion fot fly,-r
* TAF POM Inputs * Trrwis in AF readiness resulting froni shortfails

anit diciencies in sipeCific resource caregories 0 Aggregated readiness
* Revisions. Reiquests systems, and mission

* Relationship of resource levels to capabiiity of assignment
* Programi Options, R eciirrrenla tions cornrrar iints to perform tasking

4k Available on an as n-e
* Preliminary POM 0 Historical data tracktig relationship of budget

* Short Term Deficiencies C Sii5t obtcpblt
* Readuiness implications of specific resource

* MAJCOM Bulget rnpts catrrsorires anid resource levels le g impact oIf

0 SuplyReqest 1Iiireduction in flying hours for treiningl

MONITOR AND MANAGE (A 3l
* Oversee Operations end Prog urns lA3 1) 0 Mar' I airi Mdiiiwver Status Data 0 Du,,E LIMnIT cairatrility resect on Irlaerroeu war * Cuaoaulity uiusar

tuIIIIe tasking r a bII T y nrrIr',s1ni I d lriIfISt uI I I 10s-1 specific task Ing Catia
* Mak e improvements IA 32) 0 Fes-sc S tit is Peiroriu ur Data if taski ng indci u rg pri mary,- secondar y

Tertidry DOC Statemrents) * Most highlight shirf
* Responrd to Q',estions and Programs (A331 Whatf ii "0,. 1m irur Overail aly To rrai

Where Condlitin 0 Aqggregated and detailedl readiness to proviide
What EcdrI It (10 arid hrrw i ru si-, lal capabliies, e q~ , Masverick. Pavespre e etc 0 R etorti on an 6Si rt

* Marragenuent Direction

A riseer STo iliuestions

* Organiarrutii. Staff. F iles, Infoirnetiron 0 Benchmark Combat Capability levels for sliffererit Not urioiS

Systemrs MOS units, Man,. rent indicator of T W Ws trer
formance against specific tasking reqfuirmnents

Means of comparing unit's readiness

* Shoirrt falls



R STAFF)

DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
USED INFORMATION PROPERTIES

0 Given required capability levels of existing corn- Depict relationships of resource categories and
bat units, the resource requirement to operate at proper amounts of each resource to perform a

i rce Data the required levels (e g., resource requirements to specific assignment
support X number of sorties by type for Y days

Budgets for Z units or aircraft) * Must be based on realistic resource standards,
PAA e.g., proper attrition rates, break rates, etc.TA 0 Status of facilities at employment location
Manning Levels 0 Available on an as needed basis

e Data a Transportability of resources

Svysenicsl Data
r,ince Criteria)

* Must represent fluctuations in capability based 0 Must present a consistent and reliable assessment
on different levels of fundinq, impacts on units' of capabilities

-i 'e Data (e . status. capat 'ities as a result of budget cuts or resource
-tit 11 ailabIlity) allocations 9 Must permit computation of capabilities based on

hypothetical data, e.g., depict a different capa-
* Overall readiness implications of dollar decisions bility level with $50 million for flying hours vs.

$25 million for flying hours
0 Trends in AF readiness resulting from shortfalls

and deficiencies in specific resource categories * Aggregated readiness data by command, weapon
systems, and mission, measured against a specific

* Relationship of resource levels to capability of assignment
I Recirnimendations combat units to perform tasking

0 Available on an as needed basis
a Historical data tracking relationship of budget

decisions to combat capability

* Readiness implications of specific resource
S, iiiits categories and resource levels leg., impact of

10% reduction in flying hours for training)

,,,,er Status Data 0 Detailed unit capability based on planned war 0 Capability or readiness always reported with
time tasking. capailiy measured aamst all level specific tasking against which it was computed

irrmini'e Data of tasking (including primary, secondary,
tertiary DOC statements) 0 Must highlight shortfalls which are impacting on

How many overall ability to maintain high level of readiness
Coindition 0 Aggregated and detailed readiness to provide

md how long special capabilities, e g , Maverick, Pavespike, etc & Report on an as needed or request basis

itns

O 1 Ies. (nformation * Benchmark Combat Capability levels for different (Not known I

MDS units Ma '.gement indicator of TFW's per
formance against specific tasking requirements
Means of comparing unit's readiness

* Shortfalls



3.3.2 Tactical Air Command Decisions

HQ TAC controls and monitors its wings with assistance from NAP. HQ TAC
Is the requirements communication link for CONUS tactical fighter wings and
to some extent for non-CONUS wings, via Pacific Air Force (PACAP) and United
States Air Force Europe (USAFE). HQ TAC must ensure that the readiness of
its wings, through NAF, does not decline because of insufficient resources
or inefficient placement of resources.

To see that TAC programs, such as exercises, training, and conversions
do not affect combat delivery capability, HQ TAC requires data on wing,
squadron, and unit resources daily (box 4). When a problem arises, managers
determine how the requirements from higher headquaraters are going to be met
(box 2) and resolve the shortfalls (box 3).

The readiness measurement information requirement deals with impacts, or
how many perturbations the wings can tolerate before their capability is
affected. HQ TAC must also manage under the constraints of authorized re-
source levels (box 2) and budgets (box 3). Managers must be aware of the
impacts of reduced funds and changing resource levels.
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TABLE 3-4: MANAGE TACTICAL FIGHTER WINGS (HQ TAO)
(DAY-TO-DAY) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DATA CURENTLYREAD-INESS MIEASUREMENTREQUIREMENTS

ACTIVITY OR DECISI ON USED -- I-NFORMATION _____________

ANALYZE REQUIREMENT S iAu
* Determine mrission structue. tvain & Uperationm antiruritiriQency plans * ln)Lac.on wing'sreadiiness resulting tram a MLst have piraiCtive cawac.

ing. and plningi [requirements TFAI partiC1PdtiO in exercises
p 0 War andi mobilization plan Diinisired wiir ioeinoii.ss wf~ii,! TFS ,s 0 Must De capable of huiO~nQlr

* Select exercise Pdi ticipants depioyed to esxercise location in rr xercises arid specific "ill$
* AF annual flyng hour rvi1l.rrewrii' increased readiness resulting from

*o, Ci E aescise part,(Pation o M ust allow com arison a,,os

0 Wtnqs' capabilities to perform proposed
* Approved- DOC OPLANS or contingency plans

* Specal Tasing lmiting factors (shortfalls)

* Exercise participation requests Aitoa e~rerqieet

" Perceived tfr at

" TFW RVucsource tbitu
What Crond itiorn
Hoss maiiy

DEVELOP PLANS FOR ACCOMPLISHING
REQUIREMENTS (A2)

* Develop force structure inputs, * TFW resource status (lit S Hypotheticai capabilities biasedi on varying 0 Available as neededi
component OPS Plan inputs, exercise schemres for dllocatrng resources, e~g.,
schedule, wing training rectuirements, * Plannitng requirements Nings capabrlities to perform specific * Current Status as Weil as h'st
resource requirements, and resource task ig based ots varying levels of flying
use plan 0 Training status houris for training * Aggregated for all voios Ie!,

* Authcorizred resource levels
CIE Equipment
Unit manning Supplies

* Shortfalls ani probrlems

OBTAIN REQUIRED SUPPORT fA31
*Develop TAF POM inputs * TFW budget mints S Rewlxiiess implications of varying iesource 0 C xpressed in dollars. -esi,.-,i

*Determine MAC and SAC * Supply Requests SfOdinlvl adpirte Based on actual performance
support requirements * Reso-urce and dollar requirements to meet break rates, attrition rates

* TAC plans varyiny levels of capability, erg.- sortie
* Develop TAG budget surge

* TAG manual 51 50

* E xerc ise sched ule

* Data on critical parts, equipment, AGE
MONITOR PERFORMANCE fA41
*~tlate actual to expected 0 T FW resource status data 0Aggreckated .apability at all tactical fighter 0 Accessible to a varietj of u~se

siiidloiis, capability ry MIDS and general to their needs
D Deermine shortfalls 0 Requiirerment completion idata miission

* Must track history of wings5
*Determine corrective action 0 TFW requirements * lndiiual winq'squadron capability to meet actual resource levels and c',(

TAG plans DO~s capability
TAG manual 51 50
Exercise schedule 0 Shorutfalls and expected *get well' dates; e.g.. 0 Must highlight TAG deficieni

E TICs summary capability

* Trendfs in readiness levels and reasons for
decreases in overall readiness posture, e.g.,
break rates, supply delays, conversions
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S IHQ TAC)

DJATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
USED -INFORMATION PROPERTIES

oni t 'rimeency plans 0 Impact on wing's readiness resulting from 0 Must have predictive capability
TFW participation in exercises

1 j,,ion plan Diminished winy readiness while TFS is 0 Must be capable of showing performance trends
deployed to exercise location in exercises and specific mission success figures

I Iiv -, nkur requirement Increased readiness resulting from
exercise participation 0 Must allow comparison among winqs' capabilities

0 Wings' capabilities to perform proposed
OPLANS or contingency plans

Limiting factors (shortfalls)
Additional resource requirements

i'V tA l or requests

Condition

Ias data 0 Hypothetical capabilities based on varying * Available as needed
schemes for allocating resources, e.g.,

,-(,ents wings' capabilities to perform specific 0 Current status as well as historical
tasking based on varying levels of flying
hours for training 0 Aggregated for all wings, detailed by unit

i', levels
Equipment
Supplies

* :,ro;A ems

*s 0 Readiness implications of varying resource 0 Expressed in dollars, resource type, and amount
allocation levels and priorities

L 0 Based on actual performance history. e.g.,* Resource and dollar requirements to meet break rates, attrition rates

varying levels of capability, e.g., sortie
surge

5T 50

oirts, equipment. AGE

st.ltus data * Aggregated capability at all tactical fighter 9 Accessible to a variety of users in formats suited
squadrons, capability by MDS and general to their needs

-)mpletion data mission
9 Must track history of wings' readiness based on

a .,0s S Individual wing/squadron capability to meet actual resource levels and conditions; mapping
DOCs capability

i 51 50
-1 Air 0 Shortfalls and expected 'get well' dates; e.g., 0 Must highlight TAC deficiencies and problems;

ETICs summary capability

* Trends in readiness levels and reasons for
decreases in overall readiness posture, e.g.,
break rates, supply delays, conversions



3.3.3 Tactical Fighter Wing Decisions

From day to day, a Tactical Fighter Wing must operate in a constant state
of readiness to respond to crisis. The resources it uses, the training it pro-
grams, the exercises it practices, and the inspections it undergoes ensure that
when a contingency or crisis occurs, the wing can meet its wartime commitment.
The driving commitment is specified by location, response time, and minimum
sustainability.

Tasking levied on a wing by HQ TAC is designed to ensure that units are
capable of executing wartime requirements. In peacetime, the tasking is de-
signed to exercise the wing in a simulation of its combat roles. Tasking
imposes a sortie commitment on the unit. Wing management and leadership must
analyze the tasking and translate it into specific training and exercise re-
quirements in order to develop combat proficiency (box 1).

Long range plans to utilize allocated flying hours must be generated
(box 2). In addition, operations plans and schedules must be formulated to
structure and arrange flying activity. All this must be done within the
limits of prescribed authorizations and guidance from HO TAC (box 2).

Adequate resource levels must be maintained to support the planned
activity and wing program. To ensure that the wing remains viable, managers
must submit recommendations and requests for resource dollars, hard resources,
and support (box 3).

Without control (box 4) within the wing, the components of the wing can-
not be coordinated to generate the wing product, the sortie. How often and
how well a wing produces the product is determined by available resources and
management efficiency (leadership, motivation). This efficiency must be sup-
ported by information that reveals the health and readiness posture of the
wing to management (box 5).
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TABLE 3-5: MANAGE WING OPERATIONS (TFW)
(DAY-TO-DAY) _____________" DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMEI

ACTIVITY OR DECISION USED INFORMATION -- ___PF

ANALYZE WING REQUIREMENIS (A1)
0 Can present wing units satisfy HO 0 Wing historical resource data-PAA and 0 L mitinq factors to meet wartime tasking • Must have predct-

TAC, CINCLANT. CINCEUR, etc, Status A'C
requirements? Aircrew training * Must be aggregated

* Performance history Supplies for mission capability deployment. empic
* What are shortfalls in PAA TA, maonrining, Missions accomplished by type Manning, Skillsfuels, benchstock, WRSK, MR pilots ? Sorties completed - exercise , train. Support equipment a Must reflect levels

ing, combat, OR I Facilities at employment base - meeting tasking an(
* What are alternatives and changes A/C generated prepositioned WRM assets

required in wing program to meet a Must be capable of
taskinq? a Shortages, crude limiting factor 9 impacts of limiting factors on wing capability trends in exercise a

calculations c Effects of usage rates * Must reflect taskin.
* Previous UTE rates, sorties required system and supourl

to perform mission and accomplish 0 Impacts of modifications
training e Must be current an(

• * impacts of other tasking

* Performance records - break rates, 0 Repeatable, consist
crew proficiency 9 Impacts of PDM schedules

0 Must be structured
a DOC, contingency plans and OPLANS • Impacts of joint scheduled exercises accommodate chan

WMP, flying hours required

0 Condition of A/C, available MX skills, resources, not auth

aircrew grades and levels, equip-
ment and supply status

PLAN USE OF RESOURCES (A2)
* How many sorties can present 0 DOC (tasking) 0 Tasking in the form of training requirements. Ordered by GCC lei

resources generate and support to of plans, operations orders crew member, orde
perform given tasking? 0 Current GCC levels of pilots ordered by individt.

• Training sorties equired for each pilot to type of sortie or co
* How many flying hours are required 0 Exercises documented-analysis and maintain proficiency stated in DOC

to generate the sorties needed to plans 0 Maintenance skills
meet training levels? 0 A, C generation required to support flying squadron and techr

* ORI results and deficiencies activity (by unit or squadron)
" How many sorties should MX units a Aggregated weeklg.

generate, given present tasking' * Current skill levels of MX units 0 Shortfalls in maintaining GCC levels yearly

* How many ttaining sorties are 0 Previous wing schedules and activity 0 Shortfalls in improving 6CC levels * Accommodate char

required to meet tasking? to include the crisis
* Current training, combat, exercise • Shortfalls in maintenance and major deploym

* What GCC levels must be achieved requirements (includes AR and Air
to meet tasking lift support) • Shortfalls in supplies 0 Accommodate unsc

and crisis mode of
* What MX skills must be exercised to 0 Wing OPLANS and contingency 0 Current GCC levels of pilots available,

meet tasking? plans (checklists and procedures) sorties performed at each level, remaining 0 Complete detail av
requirements not met

" What resources are required for planned a 51.50 Crew Mission Training Requirements 6 Immediately access
joint exercises? J Current maintenance skills available

* Judgement and experience 0 Projections as need

* What skills must be regularly exercised 0 Predicted capability
to be able to meet tasking; e.g.. mobility,
generation. 0 Judgement and experience

(Continued on next page)
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CURRENTLY READiNESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
SED INFORMATION PROPERTIES

,idta PAA and 0 Limilting factors to meet wartime tasking * Must have predictive capability

A,C
Aircrew training 0 Must be aggregated according to mobility,
Supplies for mission capability deployment, employment requirements

9 )y type Manning, Skills

vexercise , train Support equipment 0 Must reflect levels and thresholds for
F acilities at employment base -- meet mg tasking and improving proficiency

prepositioned WRM assets
* Must be capable of showing performance

o .r tico. 0 I mpacts of limiting factors on wing capability trends in exercise and training modes

* Effects of usage rates 0 Must reflect tasking limitations on a weapons
or ie, required system and supporting resources

. ir..,ccomplhsh 0 Impacts of modifications
* Must be current and immediately available

* Impactsof other tasking
tJrrak rates, 0 Repeatable, consistent

0 Impacts of PDM schedules
* Must be structured for flexibility and must

tr ,ins ind OPLANS 0 Impacts of joint scheduled exercises accommodate changing tasking
e , ired

* Must reflect actuals and operational
ol.itle MX skills, resources, not authorizations or assignments

I 'iiS equip

* Tasking in the form of training requirements, & Ordered by GCC level; ordered by pilot and
of plans, operations orders crew member, ordered by kind of sortie,

, rlodts ordered by individual capability to use a specific
* Trainipng sorties required for each pilot to type of sortie or configuration

minalysis and maintain proficiency stated in DOC
* Maintenance skills ordered by unit and

* A/C generation required to support flying squadron and technician
I -r"cies activity (by unit or squadron)

* Aggregated weekly, monthly, quarterly,
(if MX units 6 Shortfalls in maintaining GCC levels yearly

tLrles and activity 0 Shortfalls in improving GCC levels 0 Accommodate changes in plans and schedules,
to include the crisis mode for planned exercises

mrt,dt exercise 0 Shortfalls in malntenance and major deployments
es AR and Air

* Shortfalls in supplies 0 Accommodate unscheduled change to combat
and crisis mode of operation

,'ntingency 0 Current GCC levels of pilots available,

:irocedures) sorties performed at each level, remaining 0 Complete detail available
requirements not met

I raining Requirements * Immediately accessible
* Current maintenance skills available

erence Pey0 Projections as needed
* Predicted capability

* Judgement and experience



TABLE 3-5: MANAGE WING OPERATIONS (TFW) (Continued)
(DAY-TO-DAY)

DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REOUIREME
ACTIVITY OR DECISION USED INFORMATION _ p

CONTROL USE OF RESOURCES (A41i

* What sortie schectule best uses 0 F lying hour allocation per year * CUrt F level Of pofcrv fICItfITr I'ch ci',vv 0 v~rl to CC Fh
flying hours? rrerrr,er pycidividujal crew, squvadron

* UTE Rates lose Of sortiesi and A~nq (to incliviC speciial capalilis 0 A-v lbi-ads et
* What trairing is needed to achieve

reureri proficiency? 0 Sortie dluration idepending on range 0 Cuirr-t skill level of ria,itenrlarce, techr-idnals * SdtatuS lead -11

lOCatiOni. number of sorties per month fly t)lvidual squailror anrd wsrrg .to ic'
* What are current training prioirities? to be flown, sorties by mission awl site( ., skills onl weapion systemnsi S w ni tsls

wseapion II 'esoci r
* What kinil of sortier trainin is h est * Traini ng reiluielenits outstarlitrrng to, eari

to achieve a specified capaflility? S Knowii taskings, Conimitmients (JCS cre" -nember and tehcliiii n 0 ~ il'n
How can wing (sqtuadronr crew rnenihtie cldiectedl .. nj dn 1 11, 1

tbest uose softies' 0 Ai( .. iiiph.55'lrrits iii r"nrvterrariie iltn i li

* AiS -Town lays rolierational ac't-T
* How (does daily activity affect war imaintenance ilays) 0 Ais rn-''

reserves? * Shojrtlalls in flying andriii ntenanie traininij ieve S~i you I sri-i

0 Welekly !iki ioff ines
111 What daily Commitments (requiremenrrts) Rviin tnr- 0 Statis Of eslUbmeIrt inii eltaii Ac SiS il

cannot tie met, given Current resburcesi
* (3CC level to bie met 0 StatIs of spares 0 \t r~-p,

* Are, support resources ailite to ieet
flying and nia interianice schist iiles ? 0 F l yrSi whriiule 0 A vv 8i.i liht of crew mlembiners t l ant erar ,i: on P1 &lil

1rlemnters anit Spiort Isersomnie, 'the,
" What are shortfalls in cu rrenit wingl resoiirces 0 Mv in i tIran, I schedutoe

that couldl cause delays anid idetract from 0 Schnertuled maintenance anid flying acZ1s1 ty V, !t c!
dtesired capabrility) 0 V X1 inli ioni Icheck flights lilaily. weekly monthly yearly, 'rlvr il

* Honw cars the lies t cooperatinon arril conoril 0 rC TO %, prIieventivye irintena-ce r ci e i m Shontfl s rr meetilng coarniret ov-
nation among wirrg compiorrents or fro sclnenrule
outsiife wing support lbe achiever I(E eris, 6 Cirllateral check rites I Air to Gr ourril
trairning)? (Ar to Ar)i 0 Supply shortfalls and espectedl tll Ile oi

replerrisfhment of stocks
* What are daily 11CCOVrOTlishrnierrts aird how S 0-literlIy TankeCr atllocat ions

ito they meet wveekly, monthly, anid yrrarly 0 A Iterinative scheniilitsg puiSSIbll.les rueei
olilectives? * Tr aillri diconrilsfmnrerrts whren unpredicted requirements ori unschedUeii

On Inrie ii targert events occur I
* How TiO allocat(' resources to ricer Numrrber of soirties

rertuirements? Target array 0 Crew rest status of p~ilots Itivi creiss, aili
Ranges other critical personnel

* Vtiat laidral suprlilt shioulid lie requeisted?
When? 0 Oritnance frag 0 Locatiin of wing resources 11501 dwisne'

* Airspadce for trairsirr 0 OverageS - manprower r er'al excess Catra

1lilt1 ibly fitrirrr nlt! US, eujuilpnsrerI. ir
* Supply status (pants, spares, key prarts) cross training opportunities

* Reprair Status (eqluipmrent borth major
anrf support I

* Joti control status ion boari)l. CP status
Ion hoard)l

* E xpenler communicat ions at parked
aircraft

* Dispatcher communications to Joti Control
from writeups and discrepancy reports at
flight line from pilots. weapons officer, or
maintenance chief,

ICon tirnuedl orr riex p age)
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RENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
o INFORMATION PROPERTIES

*Currenot level of proficiencyi for each crew 0 Available to CC, RM, DO. DCM. CSG, and staffs
member by individual, crew, squadron.
and wing (to include special capabilities) 0 Available as needed

irinJe 0 Current skill level of mraintenance technicians 0 Status near real time
L riorith liy Individual, squadron, and wing (to include

-1 an special skills on weapon systerms) 0 Clearly show and pinpoint shortfalls (detailed
to resource)

* Training requiremenrts outstanding for each
TJCS crew member and technician 0 Aliow rapid decisions and comm u nicat ions within

wing and to outside support lieg . SAC AR
* Accomnplishrments in maintenance and flying training)

I activity
0 Allow simple transmnission to higher command

* Shortfalls in flying anil maintenance training levels and to sister wings

* Status of equipment in eodir 0 Access to inventory line items, when need

* Status of spares 0 Must have projection and prredlictive capability

* Availabiility Of Crew memrbers. maintenance crew 0 Prefer output that can ire used for input to
mnembters anil suprpor t per sonnel other wing systerms or reports

* Sicheled Mmienance and flying activity 0 Must be reliabie for comprressed decision

(daily, weekly, monthly yearlyi making

qrieri 0 Short fallIs in meeting comimritmnent s anti daily
schedule

...... nd I
* Sup)ply shortfalls and experteil liii dlate or

replenishment of stocks

* Alternative scherr i ri poissibi lities (nieedeid
wfhen iunpredictedi reqluirerrenrts or unscherlu Cr1
events occvr)

* Crew rest status of pi irts. rodj crews, and

o 
ther 

critical 

personnel

* Overage$ - manpiower riv er dl excess calpa
blitif-i Ivy funcitioni, mull, Sis ai iriirirt ii,;

-V , I lrtsl cross Training oppiort uniies

VCP Status

itdirkerl

* Jrvl Control
Yi reports at

ions rrfficer, or



TABLE 3-5: MANAGE WING OPERATIONS (TFW) (Continued)
(DAY-TO-DAY)

DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMI
ACTIVITY OR DECISION USED INFORMATION .

OBTAIN RESOURCES (A3)
* What is currently available aircrew * Unit inventory and status of 0 Status of available maintenance units (and 0 Aircrews sor te(; u

inventory? resources technicians proficiency ievel

currency
* What is the condition (GCC level) of 0 Authorized stock, supplies, manning, 0 Status of available equipment and supplies to

each pilot in a unit? PAA support weapons system, ordered by PAA 0 ANG, AFRE nf

active resources
* Do present manning and projected 9 Airlift and AR support data * Break rates, trends from use of equipment

required manning meet unit tasking * Maintenance (AV
from HQ TAC? 0 Unit tasking and requirements 0 Performance criteria for mission critical vwing, special ati!.

What are manning shortfalls? resources (mobility. deployment, generation, against molity
Degree, level? * Unit performance history employment)

* Readily accessrll
• Thresholds? 0 Previous budgets 0 Consumption rates of supplies and equipment

(peacetime and projected wartime) * Readily accessibl
* Any alternatives? * Previous requests trend ntomat or

* Auqmentation inventory, status, and per-
* Can deployment and mobility support formance criteria 0 Consistent strL]ctk

resources meet weapon system arrangement
generation and delivery required? 0 Sister wing resources available to support

If not, what are shortfalls? wing program 0 Unified language
by various tunerit

6 What are MAC/SAC support require- 0 1thresholds shown in terms of abilty to
ments? Can they be satisfied? meet projected wartime commitment * Easily compared

stated as actuals,
" What additional supplies must be 0 Comnitments to provide support to sister authorized and ac

requisitioned and sustained to wings, guard, and reserve units revealed and shov
meet tasking? cargo increments

* What budget category authorizations accountability tr
are below wing resource require 0 Expressed in doll
ments to meet tasking?

* How much will capability to meet
tasking commitment degracte from
any budget cuts?

" What significant changes should be
requested in budget inputs?

REPORT TO WING AND HO TAC (A5)

(not a management activity or a decision) (Not relevant) (Not relevant, controllers do not make decisions (As required, and ac
for CC, CV, DO, DCM, RM, and CSGi

1A function of CP) (CP is the information exchange for wing
resource data, day-to-day CP relays
information)
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READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS

INFORMATION PROPERTIES

* Status of available maintenance units (and 0 Aircrews sorted Uy specified pilot,
technicians) proficiency level, sorties accomplished,

currency
0 Status of available equipment and supplies to

support weapons system, ordered by PAA 0 ANG, AFRES information comparable to
active resources

* Break rates, trends from use of equipment
* Maintenance (AFSC) by name, level, unit for

* Performance criteria for mission critical wing, special abilities; capability to match
resources (mobility, deployment, generation, against mobility manpower position
employment)

* Readily accessible historical files

* Consumption rates of supplies and equipment

Ipeacetime and projected wartime) * Readily accessible and accurately computed
trend information

* Augmentation inventory, status, and per-
formance criteria 0 Consistent structure, indexing, ordering and

arrangement
* Sister wing resources available to support

wing program 0 Unified language, not codes, easily understood
by various functional area users

* Thresholdsshown in terms of ability to
meet projected wartime commitment 0 Easily compared to authorized resources, always

stated as actuals; a sharp distinction between
* Commitments to provide support to sister authorized and actuals (assigned) must be

wings, guard, and reserve units revealed and shown; capability to match with
cargo increments for loading, packing, cargo,
accountability transfer.

* Expressed in dollars and resources

(Not relevant; controllers do not make decisions (As required, and according to regulation.)
for CC, CV, DO, DCM RM, and CSG)



3.4 Air Force Crisis Management (Summary)

Air Force commands fulfill specific combat responsibilities as component
commands of unified commands or as specified commands. Orders are issued by
Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Commander in Chief (CINC), of a Unified or Specific
Command (box 1). The CINC (box 2) in turn orders the Air Force Component Com-
mander (AFCC) (box 4), who in turn issues orders to individual combat units
(box 5).

The Air Staff has no command authority. It does provide advice and recom-
mendations to the Air Force Chief of Staff. Additionally, the Air Staff coor-
dinates with Air Force Major Commands (box 3).

HQ TAC's primary activities are to plan and to control the deployment of
tactical fighter units to gaining commands (box 4).

The Tactical Fighter Wing must plan and execute assigned combat missions
(box 5). Responsibilities include mobilization, deployment, and employment of
combat ready forces (box 6).

The three levels of Air Force management have similar functions and re-
quire similar readiness information (in varying degrees of detail and currency).

The scope of this analysis deals with boxes 3, 4, 5, and 6. Boxes I and 2
were included to depict the entire Air Force system in crisis (contingency)
mode and to give the other major management levels presented.
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TABLE 3-6. SUMMARIZED CRISIS (CONTINGENCY) MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTION SUPPORTED

ANALYZE REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFY AND SELECT UNITS MONITOR AND MANAGE
AND RESOURCES

CONTENT TIMING FORMAT

" Must be presented at a level of - Must be available for formulating * Must provide a quick grasp of
detail appropriate to the decision options and preparing for decisions situation
being made e Near real-time currency of unit * Must represent a coordinated

" Must relate readiness (capability) to capability information picture of Air Force or aggregation
specific tasking, i.e., must be required
scenario sensitive * Must be unambiguous to any user

* Must depict the interdependencies
of resources that are required for
successful accomplishment of
task ing

* Must identify and quantify
shortfalls (limiting factors)

• Must specify assumption on which
assessments are made
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3.4.1 Air Staff Decisions

The Air Staff has no command authority; however, the Headquarters Air Force
Contingency Support Staff (CSS) has an advisory and coordinating role in a crisis
situation. It supports the Air Force Chief of Staff by developing combat options
(box 2) and support and augmentation options (box 3) and by providing information
on the status of deployment, employment, and engagement (box 4).

The Air Staff'CSS must gather and analyze a great deal of readiness informa-
tion quickly (box 1). Consequently, the CSS needs near real-time information in
a format that permits quick assessment so that vital decisions can be made. In
developing feasible options, the CSS does not require up to the minute reports on
the status of specific aircraft by tail number. It does, however, require cur-
rent information on unit readiness to perform tasking. It requires the ability
to quickly determine the unit(s) that can best perform or support the mission(s)
being considered.
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TABLE 3-7: SUPPORT CRISIS PREPARATION AND EXECUTION (AIR STAFF)
(CONTINGENCY)

DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
ACTIVITY OR DECISION USED INFORMATION PROPERTIES'

DEVELOP COMBAT OPTIONS W)2
DETERMINE MISSION REQUIRED (A211,
* Mission(sI required which will best 0 Probable Threatilir. , loii

meet objective
0 Objective of Mission

* Employment Location (FOBf, COB, target)
Terrain
Weather

0 Range (Distance)

SELECT WEAPONS SYSTEM (A22)
*Weapons system most capable of 0 Overall MOS Capability 0 CiiniA111n Of sirplOyfnint Site lavailable NAV COnCuiirriiii -Ih ss,

performing required mission aids, rioway conditions)
* Munitions Capability of MIDS

0 A ujiiale sippirl e(Jiipmeiit, main tenrance
0 Employment Site Data eluImpoeirt

Airfield Status
Logistics Support

IDENTIFY CANDIDATE UNITS (A23)
* Available units with required 0 Identified Units by MDS 0 Units i:apahlhlty expressed as what is going to 0 Accurale enough to .r1 i.

weapons system most capable and be done e~q, launch X sorties by type in Y best suited units fror -

prepared to perform specified 40 Units' Capability hours to perform Z mission
mission DOC * Comli niormrat .... .

Special Capabilities 0 tCipabi!ity Compiitesd laSed on aCtual Oi
Priority List of Training antliiitei tasking * Arsayl J~a'IdbC

*Readiness of Units 0 Pr dctiton of capability at antici patei lau nch 0 Ii formi Sii soe tiiI
C- Rating t nc pr inafie cat) iDOCL p
% Resource Fill
Shortfalls 0 sfrrirtfals 0 Infril iriatoril1 -iil tOC.Cit

VVhi resouircei isshort iref~o e rrirrtn ORril

How many are rneedeid ,ithi) eation
W1hii i can more C te founit
Oui'rages 0 information captuii .0

all Unlits TO permit COpar 5

* Complete matching of all expression of units
capality I DOC. special capabilities, actual
tririmil levelsi to specific requirements

(Continued on next page)lfmiso
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I STAFF)

READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
INFORMATION PROPERTIES

(Inforndtion glverl (Inforrldtion 'JIveni

target)

* Condition of employment site (dvailable NAV Concurrently with mission required
aids, runway conditions)

* Available support equipment, maintenance
equipment

" Units' capability expressed as what is going to 0 Accurate enough to distinguish
It e done. e.g., launch X sorties by type in Y best suited units from others
hours to perform Z mission

0 Complete information in one format
* Capability computed based on actual or

anticipated tasking * Always available

* Prediction of capability at anticipated launch 0 Information sorted by command, location, MOS,
time primary cap (DOC), special capability

* Shortfalls 0 Information must be verifiable. Must track to
What resource is short performance during ORI. exercises, and crisis
How many are needed within reason
Where can more be found
Overages * Information capture must be synchronized for

all units to permit comparison and selection of
* Complete matching of all expression of units

capability (DOC. special capabilities, actual
training levels) to specific requirements
of mission



TABLE 3-7: SUPPORT CRISIS PREPARATION AND EXECUTION (AIR STAFF) (Continued)
(CONTINGENCY)

DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
ACTIVITY OR DECISION USED INFORMATION PROPERTIE

DEVELOP SUPPORT AND AUGMENTA
TION OPTIONS (A3)

0 Required support and means to 0 Travel 0 What resources are available at employment site 0 Must express suppc ri -ad.
provide it resource, how mans or h(.- :

• Probable Other Threats 0 Resources required but not possessed by units where

* Restrictions * MAC units' capability expressed in terms of 1Iformaion must be accuriti'

Overflight Rights airlift support to be supplied: e g , provide enough to establish feasoi,-n
Political Implications X tons capacity at candidate locations in Y mp;rovd accuracy and cuc'

hours to be carried Z miles when unitis) are actuai, task4
" Resource Status Data

* SAC units' capability expressed in terms of 0 Near real trnp ifoernat it )s

* Time Phased Force Deployment List refueling support to be supplied: e.g., of threat changes in cirnt.nq'
provide X pounds at Z location at P time

" Weather • Near real time
* Shortfalls of supporting units:

What resources are short
How many aie needed
Where can more be found

MONITOR DEVELOPMENT. EMPLOYMENT
(A4)

" Decide additional units needed, solve • Type of Aircraft 0 Information must depict the changing 0 Data capture must be sylchrc
problems, and resolve deficiencies composition of forces as units are deployed, comparison

* Command employed, and engaged in combat
* Compare situation to plan * information must be curr_'t

* Location 0 Distinction between committed and uncom light critical events for correct
* Remedy shortfalls mitted units and aircraft Chief of Staff, JCS. NCl

* Mission Capability
* Identity of units and aircraft that may be o information must revea c,,

* Total # of Units tasked to fill shortfalls mitting additional units to i
or additional threats

* Total ; of Aircraft

* Status of support resources from func
tional area briefings

* Sitreps and message updates from Major
Commands (attrrtrons. problems, threat
changes, transferred equipment,
accomplishments)
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AIR STAFF) (Continued)

rLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
INFORMATION PROPERTIES

* What resources are available at employment site a Must express support readiness in terms of what
resource, how many or how much, when and

* Resources required but not possessed by units where

* MAC units' capability expressed in terms of 0 Information must be accurate and current
airlift support to be supplied: e.g , provide enough to establish feasible option;
X tons capacity at candidate locations in Y improved accuracy and currency requirement
hours to be carried Z miles when unit(s) are actually tasked

" SAC units' capability expressed in terms of * Near real-time information is required because
I Ls refueling support to be supplied: e.g., of threat changes in contingency

provide X pounds at Z location at P time
* Near real-time

* Shortfalls of supporting units:
What resources are short
How many are needed
Where can more be found

" Information must depict the changing e Data capture must be synchronized for valid
composition of forces as units are deployed, comparison
employed, and engaged in combat

* Information must be current enough to high-
* Distinction between committed and uncom- light critical events for corrective action by

mitted units and aircraft Chief of Staff, JCS, NCA

* Identity of units and aircraft that may be 0 Information must reveal consequences of com-
tasked to fill shortfalls mitting additional units to meet threat changes

or additional threats

func;

m Major
s, hriat



3.4.2 Tactical Air Commend Decisions

A JCS alert or Warning Order activates the Contingency Support Staff at
HQ TAC. Upon receiving notional tasking, HQ TAC must specify what must be
done and who will be ordered to do it (box 1). The employment location,
location of units with necessary MDS, and the readiness of candidate units
drive the selection of Tactical Fighter Squadron(s) that will be tasked.

HQ TAC has command authority to order combat units to mobilize, deploy,
and employ, depending on the location. The specific activities of HQ TAC
CSS are a function of "which hat" the TAC Commander is wearing in a given
crisis situation. As CINCAFRED, the CSS is concerned with deployment. In
planning deployment (box 2), the CSS must not only plan getting the selected
unit to the employment site but must also ensure that enough resources are
taken along to sustain that unit as a fighting force for a specified period
of time. (This does not include prepositioned items or shipped-in munitions.)
HQ TAC CSS must ensure (or request) that all necessary resources, not pro-
cessed by the selected unit, are provided at the time required. This includes
resources to be provided by other TAC units as well as airlift support from
MAC and refueling support from SAC (box 3).

At the time the final execution decision is made (box 4), the Commander
at HQ TAC must know exactly how ready the tasked units are to carry out the
tasking. It is critical that this go, no-go decision be based on near real-
time accurate readiness assessment.
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TABLE 3-8. PREPARE AND MANAGE CRISIS RESPONSE (HO TAC)
(CONTINGENCY)

DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREME
ACTIVITY OR DECISION USED INFORMATION P

MAKE FORCE DECISIONS (AlI
0 Determirte TAC unit most capable of e UPL ANS andi ContincgencV Plans 0 I t Ited ",.I "Inkr'I t spet %1111 11C d( \itriti 1 t Ctte d

pefomigreuiemsso tI DOC SpeCW (ddtaitIv 1. i thai aI dpe"If
0 intelligence *)J''n ievs'* Itt tttl t]S

perfrmin reqiredmisson *MOS performvance cirttefrt * Acc rail predi~ut 0i i-1% Caiti~h 11 at i-% 'IS n~tttdt,I

attitenitated laui-JCli tine b~ased in at.iMDS
*Employment Site Assets (COB, MOB. FOB, anti( .)itei tdskinqi

BARE BASE)I 0 I tiltit lnttt rI

" TFS s -aditiess-wltessell i ir eliTi d, Ifn

* TFS's Resource Data taskmqi eq . taitrith X sotties tty typ,,i
hoir to pet Itr ii Z missions

*TFS's Readiness Data

" Resow1. 5 avaitdhlii it l iiiieitSt 'n
*Locations ienk nnivr very eatl Di Pt vts flI Fesitirit

iientliitinient iilaninqiri at TAC ant A itq tevn
*MANFOR

*LOGOET

* WRM Reports

PLAN EXECUTION (A21
* Develop and issue combat and resource 0 OPLANS and coticleicy plats 0 Comiliete prof ile sr seiectedf utlts resourcue 0 Rersource tniorinat

support tasking within Tactical Air status as applites to pet forin if anit icipat ed because resource st
Command 0 Selected wing resource data task ing

* Must have tietatlel
* Other TFW's resource, data 0 Shortfalls biasedl ott sources to fill short

What resoutcelsl are short
* Wing identified shortfalls How many (or how much) are needed 0 Resource ilata fora

accessib le anti soite
* Weather * Resource data for uncorntitei TFSs (Cati location

required resourcels) lie made available to
tasked TFS in time for this inissioni

0Coorditnatedl han for accomplishment of

mrission and schedule of esents

* Assessment of all tasked unitli' readiuress to

COORDINATE MISSION SUPPORT (A3)
* Specify and request resource support from 0 Resource information 0 Air Rl~uelnt dal, 0 Resoui ce ila rnusi

other MAJCOMs and agencies compare known ito
* Shortfalls 0 LoStt I eqoit erents quailt ty y qn-

* Transportation and fuel requirements 0 Stititles nititeti arri ot ptossessedt

* Supply and beddown requirements

& Overflight requirements

* Loading requirements

(Continued on next page)
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SE (HO TAC)

TA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
USED INFORMATION PROPERTIES

!,oqency Plans * TFSs sorted and ranked by specific mission 0 Must be accurate and current enough so that only
capabilities (DOC, special capability, actual units that can perform tasking are selected
train1 q levels

1

t Information must be synchronized for all units to
.r , 0 Accurate prediction of units' capability at allow comparison and ranking of TFSs with same

anticipated launch time base(] on actual MDS
A;,e; iCOB, MOB, FOB, anticipated tasking

* Inforllation in ust te based on accurate resource
* TFS's readiness expressed in terms of actual counts

!,di tasking eg.. launch X sorties by type in Y

hours to perform Z missions

* Resources available at employment site must
be known very early Drives all resource
development planning at TAC and Wing level

y iians * Complete profile of selected unit's resource 0 Resource information must be very current
status as applies to performing anticipatei because resource status is volatile

d,:H-eidata task ing
* Must have detaled resource data to identify

iai, St Shortfalls based on sources to fill shortfalls
What resourcels) are short

,'tfalls How many (or how much) are needed 0 Resource data for all TFWs must be quickly
accessible arid sorted by resource type, status and

0 Resource data for uncommited TFSs (Can location
required resourcels) Ie made available to
tasked TFS in time for this rmission?)

* Coordinated plan for accomplishment of
mission and schedule of events

* Assessment of all tasked unl(s)' readiness to
perform tasking?

* Air Refueling data * Resource data must ie readily available to
compare known quantity available to known

* Load requirements quantity rerquireil

iii flei requirements * Supplies required and not possessed

!,1-% requirements
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TABLE 3-8: PREPARE AND MANAGE CRISIS RESPONSE (HQ TAC) (Continued)
(CONTINGENCY)

DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
ACTIVITY OR DICISION USED - -iN-FORMATION PRC

MAKE EXECUTION DECISION (A4)
0 Decide GO or NO GO 0 Tasked unit readiness NOW 0 Yesor No Can tasked squadronms) m'et 0 Very accurate assess!

* Support unit readiness NOW tasking? to perform tasking at

* If no, what are problems and alternative 0 Near realtime data
* Combat and support tasking solutions? aircraft generation

MONITOR AND CONTROL DEPLOYMENT
(A5)
* Provide maintenance, supply suppo t, and * Enroute status of squadron(s) e Incomplete deployments (aborts, etc.) INot known)

command and control
* Enroute support team updates
* Supplies (status)

* In place unit status

• Problems, aborts
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E JHQ TAC) (Continued)

:URRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS

; '413 INFORMATION PROPERTIES

,,, * Yes or No: Can tasked squadrons) meet * Very accurate assessment of tasked unit(s)' ability

NOW tasking? to perform tasking at the specified times

0 If no. what are problems and alternative * Near realtime data on squadron mobilization and

Solutions? 
aircraft generation

i rOn S1 Incomplete deployments (aborts, etc.) (Not known)

,Mxates



3.4.3 Tactical Fighter Wing Decisions

The primary job of a Tactical Fighter Squadron is to execute combat opera-
tions in an assigned theater of operations. As soon as an alert or warning con-
dition follows an event, a squadron or unit receives orders to get ready to de-
ploy, eventually deploy, and ultimately employ its weapons systems. To define
its job, the squadron or unit is driven by tasking and HQ TAC orders (box 1).
Given the tasking, wing and squadron managers must see that squadron and unit
resources are assembled, generated, and sometimes sustained (box 2). Manage-
ment decisions require precise, error free information about what is happening
in operations, mobility, and maintenance (box 4) in order to coordinate and
synchronize the functions of the wing components.

Before a wing commander can commit his units to perform the mission, he
must have a thorough knowledge of the capability of the available wing re-
sources to meet the specified tasking. This requires condition and status ]
reports from the wing, including problems and shortfalls (box 1). When a
commitment can be made, resources required to deploy are calculated, selected,
and notified. Concepts and plans are immediately formulated to generate the
weapon systems and supporting resources for deployment (box 1).

When the HQ TAC tasking order arrives (box 2), management can decide
what resources will be deployed, formalize plans, and issue aircraft genera-
tion and launch orders (box 2). HQ TAC then issues an execute order that
activates the actual mobilization and the deployment. When deployment is
complete, units may regenerate and employ; or they may wait for an order to
employ; or they may not employ. Whatever the situation may be, the unit
must be sustained. Needs, problems, and accomplishments are constantly reported
from the unit managers to the Commander and his staff, likewise from the wing 7
to HQ TAC (box 3). In this way, constant awareness and response to needs are
achieved.
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TABLE 3-9: RESPOND TO CRISIS (TFW)
(CONTINGENCY) DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIRE

ACTIVITY OR DECISION USED INFOR ATION

DETERMINE WHAT RESOURCES NEEDED
TO GENERATE A/C AND MOBILIZE. GIVEN

HO TASKING (A1)

* Whether or not wing can meet tasking. 0 PAA i. ari. tne ivuired to deploy 0 Number of weapon systems that can be * Immediately a

deployed and employer
1  response to tat

* If not. what alternative tasking can be met? e Tleat assessments and intelligence datamay Fastest possible launch time to meet tasking 6 A detailed esp

* How many weapon systems can be delivered 0 Preplanned UTC data; MAC data for is needed to re

given current status of wing? 0olity SAC data for AR 0 Which shortfalls require additional support

Outsde w g 0 This informa,

• How long any shortfalls will delay launch? o Checklists of emergency action pocedures commitmnt,

* When can the shortfall be resolved within the
0 Contingency plans for wing wing o Must be centr

~commander d,

* Aircrews training (GCC level, sorties 0 What shortfalls are irreconcilable DCMr CV' Can
flown) current status and availability

0 Concise. eas,

0 MX crews trained and available among vwrloi

0 Aircraft status, mission capability 0 Near r ,ii

* WRSK status and WRM status

* C ratings and ". fill of units

* Personnel Status and availability

ASSIGN RESOURCES TO BE DEPLOYED Note These are candidates until Execute order

1A2) arrives from HO TAC.

* Given frag order to execute from HO TAC, 0 Aircrews and MX crews available and status 0 Muility posture of wing * Composite sta

what crews, personnel, and equipment will mobiIity start

deploy and when? 0 Status of ANG, AFRES, mobility personnel, * Deployment posture of wing
supplies 0 Sorted by user

* Shortfalls resulting from assignment hand (RM, DC
* C ratings and fill data for major equipment.

training, personnel, supplies 0 Cross referen
among levels

* Status of available aircraft

* Flight plan and schedules for launch and flow

ORDER SQUADRONS TO LAUNCH (A241

* Whether wing resourres are prepared to 0 FAA clearances 0 Current status of resources selected for 0 Immediately

deploy on time and are fully equipped. deployment launch untii
* SAC/MAC concurrence -AR control time,

* Whether limiting factors prohibit departure Airlift departures 0 Actual aircrews and aircraft ready to launch 0 Available to ai

of UE tasked. simultaneousl
* Vertical worksheets consisting of crew 6 Lifitations, delays, updates, perturbations

names, tail les, take-off times, A/C flow.

MX schedules for A/C generation, weapon 0 Shortfalls weighted and pinpointed that inhibit

configuration or delay any launch or take-off

* Flight plan * Support system status for airlift arrival

a Frag. orders to units, aircrew names, call

(Continued on next page) signs, take-off times
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I ' READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS

INFORMATION PROPERTIEs

' "V-i Number of weapon systems that can be * Immediately available to allow a "go", "no-go"
deployed and employed response to tasking

wclaid
* Fastest possible launch time to meet tasking 0 A detailed explanation of why not, why, what

is needed to resolve problem
* Which shortfalls require additional support

outside wing 0 This information must be available to satisfy time
. ttures commitments of wing to be deployed

* When can theshortfall be resolved within the
wing 0 Must be centralized and available to wing

commander and his immediate staff IRM, DO,
0 What shortfalls are irreconcilable DCM, CV) for coordination and response

* Concise, easily and quickly reportable to HO and
among wings

0 Near realtime currency is necessary

:-!ecute order

i:' and status 0 Mobility posture of wing 0 Composite status of wing. MAC, SAC, from
mobility start up to deployment and employment

ipersonnel, * Deployment posture of wing
* Sorted by user and his orientation to tasking at

* Shortfalls resulting from assignment hand (M DO. DCMI
sor equipment,

* Cross referenced among functional areas and
among levels of command

,iich and flow

* Current status of resources selected for 0 Immediately updated and current throughout
deployment launch until enroute (deployment) (employment)

mtirrol time,
* Actual aircrews and aircraft ready to launch S Available to all mobility and deployment managers

simultaneously
j crew 0 Limitations, delays, updates, pertJrhations

A C flow,
r l weapon 0 Shortfalls weighted and pinpointed that inhibit

or delay any launch or take-off

* Support system status for airlift arrival

arries, call



TABLE 3-9: RESPOND TO CRISIS (TFW) (Continued)
_ (CONTINGENCY) ______________ ________ ______

DATA CURRENTLY READINESS MEASUR 'EMENT igEOUIREMENV!
ACTIVITY OR DECISION USED INFORMATION _____ PROek

DETERMINE RESOURCES NEEDED FOR
AUGMENTATION OR REGENERATION
(Al1), (A 12 2). (Al 13)

* Whether or not augmentation crews, aircraft, 6 lernramii pe, aces wit deployed aircievvs 0 Salle as for r',tialIdtsk'lq or resue 0 Exact , "uis or
and equipment can meet the riluirnfet AC. WRSK, WVRM supplies. sujppurt person

nel available, MX crews and eiguilpment avail 0 Tnrrat change impacts on mission ,nd veapo 0 Conditionl 4 A Iu
" How many fully equipped wveapon systemis able for contiruet jeneration slsem corifiguratlor curedi ani' ger 'el

will deploy
0 Condition of resou'ces 0 Capaitrity *,, respond to additional rasking andr 0 vr~l to all~i,

" When they will launch slistuin 4eneratior., of A C
* Time reqluiredl to dleploy 0 crrIa, si

* l,"re euured to deployv auunuentees elml o, w,

* Status an-I shortfalls at deploymenr and
ermplloymenrt sites

0 locationi condition, and amount of support
avaIlable from sister wings, time required to
deliver to tasked wing

MONITOR MOBILIZATION, DEPLOYMENT,
AND EMPLOYMENT (A3)

*What shortfalls require immediate resolution 0 A/C launched. tinme. status * Locarion and status of all A'C being deployed, 0 FisaC1 and precise I ' S

*What modifications are necessary to 0 Problems, delays, discrepancies emlye Immediate access t,
maintenance or flying schedule 0 Augmentation required

* Mission status ind crew status * Reported as occurs air a:
*Whether or not to abort mission 0 Shortfalls delays, aborts, unpredicted

*0 Progress, accomplishments against problem"s, damages 0 Detailed to tail numb,_-:
*How much time is required to satisfy tasking commitment personnel, skill level, tenr
if modifications are ordered 9 Non-usable equipment and supplies

" What is the severity of any impact on A/C 0 ria ieshdls lw0 Alternatives available*Cantb sige!q,-

generation or mobilization 0 AR completions, aborts 0 Must be unambiguously v'

" Best choice of support that may be required 0 Resources accounted for Tmreuedtsovpobms0 Must show Impiacts ori
external to wing 0Must weight shortfalls and be capable of

* Condition of resources at deprloyment site presenting] alternatives, given a decision or 0 Must be actual, no, plar
(employment site) resource change

* Must be verifiable at se>,
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LY READINESS MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS

IN-ORMATION PROPERTIES

ir', :res S Same as for ,etal task'ng ol resources 0 Exact counts and amounts of resources available
r So n
,v. 0 Trireat change , pacts on mission and weapon 0 Condition of A/C. aircrews, MX units, equipment

svsterm conftgurat'on (current and "get well" times)

* Capadiity 'o respond to additional tasking and * Available to all involved wings and HQs
stan q)enerat~i of A C

0 Immediate updates as expended, assigned,

* I ire er)j,rerl tu deplov augmentees employed, or attrited

* Status an t shortfalls at deployment and
erililoyment sites

Iocatiun condition, and amount of support
available from sister wings, time required to
deliser to laskerl wnq

SL ocation and status of all AC being deployed. 0 Exact and precise for user comprehension
employed

* Immediate access by user

* Augmentation required
* Reported as occurs and apparent in status change

* Shortfalls delays, aborts, unpredicted

ns' problems, damages 0 Detailed to tail number, crew member, assigned

personnel, skill level, item identifier
* Non-usable equipment and supplies

* Cannot be estimated grossly
* Alternatives available

* Must be unambiguously stated
* Time required to solve problems

* Must show impacts on mission

* Must weight shortfalls and be capable of

lus ent site presenting alternatives, given a decision or 0 Must be actual, not planned or preplanned

resource change
* Must be verifiable at source



SECTION 4 - ASSESSMENT OF READINESS MEASUREMENT METHODS

4.1 Historical Perspective

Since 1947, Air Force managers have realized that some method of assess-

ing Air Force capability is essential. Simple inventory counts of resources

were all that was available early in the history of the Air Force. The real-

ization of the need for a more meaningful expression of Air Force capabilities

led to the development of "C" ratings in the mid 1950's. This began a continuing

quest for improved capability assessment which resulted in refinements to exist-

ing systems and in the development of new systems. Such systems as the Force

Status and Identity Report (FORSTAT), Unit Capability Measurement System (UCMS),

and the Unit Status and Identity Report (UNITREP) are all outgrowths of this

evolution. Most of these systems follow the same tack of measuring available

resources versus authorized resources. Although this is an improvement over

simple resource counts, the increasing complexity of weapon systems, variety

of wartime scenarios, and decreasing response times have strained the utility

of this approach. The Air Force has responded by developing more sophisticated

modeling techniques for performing capability assessment and force structure

analysis; however, each model is designed for specific analysis and cannot be

used for routine day-to-day management of resources or crisis response. With

the emphasis on readiness NOW, the Chief of Staff of the Air Force has recog-

nized the need and directed the development of a responsive readiness assessment

system.

4.2 Current Readiness Concepts

Although there are many notions of readiness, the most widely understood

and used concepts are embodied in the FORSTAT, UCMS, and UNITREP systems. In

these systems, resources are divided into four "measured" areas: equipment/

supplies, training, personnel, and aircraft. The authorized types and quan-

tities of resources for a unit are determined by the Designed Operational

Capability (DOC) statements of a particular unit. In other words, the unit is

configured to best support notional mission tasking such as air to air, air to

ground, air interdiction, etc., according to its DOC. As a measure of unit

readiness, the percent fill is computed as: available resources divided by

authorized resources. This computation is made for each resource area at unit
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level, the unit generally meaning wing or squadron. The percent fill is then

translated to "C"-ratings of Cl through C4. Under this scheme, Cl is considered

satisfactory (able to perform its DOC mission statement), and C2, C3, and C4

represent progressively reduced capability to perform the DOC.

The basic data for these systems is reported by the units to their Major

Command where the "C"-rating is determined. The major command then reports the

data to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Headquarters Air Force. Although the

system cannot be accessed from the lowest level (other than for data input and

correction), some benefits are derived at the lowest level from collecting and

preparing the data. Primarily, it forces a regular and disciplined review of

unit resource status.

The data base created from these reports is used at the major commands and

at Headquarters, Air Force. Uses are essentially the same at both levels. Daily

reports are reviewed by area specialists to determine if adverse trends are devel-

oping. During crisis, units are reviewed by DOC to determine which may be able

to respond to the crisis. Those units having the required DOCs are then screened

for Cl or C2 status. The data are also used to make periodic force readiness

presentations to senior staff members at both MAJCOM and HQ USAF. For these pre-

sentations, aggregates of the data are made over an interval of time to show the

percent of time a unit, or weapon system has maintained CI or C2 status. The

presentation is divided into the categories of weapon system, resource area, and

major command to allow a variety of comparisions. The emphasis is on long term

trends.

4.3 Limitations and Deficiencies of Current Methods

The preceding concept of readiness is not the only one. A quick review of
_J

Current Definitions of Readiness Terms in Appendix B reveals numerous and often

inconsistent connotations and definitions of readiness existing in the Department

of Defense including the Air Force. The confusion created by this situation is

compounded by the methods used to compute readiness. Each system or technique

used today to compute readiness is unable by itself to fully evaluate capability,

whether it is individual, unit, or force capability.
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Determining what is specifically wrong with this situation is not an easy

exercise. Insight may be gained by examining some readiness measurement con-

siderations such as the utility of the readiness metric and the fidelity and

coherence of the measurement.

4.3.1 The Metric

The resource areas reported - equipment/supplies, training, personnel, and

aircraft - do not adequately reveal the specific combat capability of a weapon

system. Treated independently, one resource area is one part of the complete

readiness profile of a weapon system. A commander needs to know exactly how

many combat ready weapon systems he has and whether or not they can perform the

sorties required for a specific type of mission. Today, this sortie metric is

not directly available.

The four resource areas, graded Cl - C4 and percent fill, do not necessarily

indicate or take into consideration the specific mission or tasks that are required

to respond to a specific ongoing crisis or other residual capabilities. Although

the primary and secondary DOCs are clearly defined, the units also possess a wide

variety of capabilities to perform other missions. Therefore, if a unit is judged

solely by a general standard rather than what it may be specifically tasked to do

at a given time, the C1 - C4 or percent fill may not be enough to evaluate the

unit's ability to respond to this crisis. Since the DOC is not always what is

asked for in actual tasking, it also may not address the generation time required

in the actual tasking.

Measurement based on a DOC does not allow for situations when a unit may not

be tasked exactly according to its DOC. Only by consulting individual Wing Com-

manders may a determination be made that a unit that is C4 or C3 according to

its DOC can carry out the immediate task in "C" fashion. This alternative is

not always possible or timely, as in cases where limited participation and

visibility are desired in exploring alternatives.
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The percent fill expression obscures the details that a commander should

know when he must commit a unit to perform a task. What concerns a commander

is whether or not what he has can do the Job, not the relationship of his actual

resources to his authorized resources.

Measuring the percent fill of each resource area may produce a very low C

P rating because the unit is deficient in one area. For instance, a wing which

measured low in equipment and supplies but measured high in all other areas may

have several possible capabilities. The available equipment and supplies may

be used to generate 24 aircraft, each 98% ready or 22 aircraft each 100% ready

and 2 aircraft each 80% ready. The determination of what capability actually,

exists under these circumstances is not an easy one to make and depends on a

substantial degree of subjectivity.

Readiness measurements are also required for other uses. To develop and

defend the Program Objective Memorandum and the Budget, the Air Staff requires

readiness information that would show the impact of budget decisions and re-

source allocation decisions on Air Force readiness. In preparing reclamas to

the Office of Secretary of Defense, Office of Management and Budget, and Congress,

Air Staff should show specific readiness implications of changing funding levels.

For example, if budget cuts occur causing a mandatory 10% reduction in flying

hours for training, what is the readiness impact? On the other hand, how much

would an increase allowing 10,000 additional training flying hours improve

readiness?

Current readiness measurements do not reflect the impacts of such decisions --

on. the resources involved. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to correlate

trends in C-ratings or percent fill to changes in funding levels.

We have seen that these measurements are being used to answer the question -

what can I do with what I have? The previously discussed measures only provide

indirect inputs to the answer. There is no directly measured force output metric

such as sortie.
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4.3.2 Fidelity

Another set of problems associated with current readiness measurements is

centered on the unpredictable fidelity of the readiness measurements. (For the

purpose of this discussion, fidelity includes the properties of completeness,

precision, timeliness and synchronization.) Current readiness measurements only

address the four major areas of aircraft, personnel, training, and supplies and

equipment. There are many resources critical to sortie production not addressed

in these measurements. Additional resources include such things as munitions;

petroleum, oil, and lubricants; and facility oriented resources such as ramp

space, static maintenance facilities, navigation aids, and communications. This

list is only representative of the additional data required to determine sortie

production. It is not complete.

The precision of readiness data may be established by reviewing actual data

and the data collection process. Review of the data reveals occurrences of

impossible or unlikely situations. Distortions also occur when existing units

are not reported and nonexisting units are reported. Data collection depends

on the collection criteria established in a large set of complex decision tables.

Personnel must assemble the raw data and then make judgements based on the

decision table criteria. This process is subject to many errors for several

reasons: The person calculating the input may or may not have been on duty over

the period the data were collected. Therefore, he may not have the necessary

information to correctly make all the decision table judgements. In the best of

circumstances, this process is time consuming and complex. There is not always

sufficient time or motivation to do a thorough job. The opinions and attitudes

of most wing personnel about readiness reporting is that it is "up-channel" in

nature, that is, there is not a two-directional flow of information.

Some data producers at wing can prepare readiness information while they

are generating other reports and simply make copies of the same data on an ad-

ditional form. For the majority, however, readiness reporting and calculations

are work in addition to regular reporting, such as preparing the standup brief-

ings and documentation required within a functional area.
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The timeliness of data is related to its use. A wing or squadron commander

and management staff require detailed information about the present situation.

Current readiness measurements offer these people no support because of the data

base age. The age of the current data base is suitable for observing historical

performance and for assessing long term trends, but these can only be done at -'

the major commands and Air Staff. This readiness data base is of little value

during crisis not only because completeness and precision are lacking but also -,

because the data do not reflect the present status. The data may be as much

as three days old. Most crisis decisions require the availability of detailed,

timely data.

Synchronization must be addressed in terms of readiness measurement data;.

other resource data available in the functional areas of logistics, personnel,

and operations; and tasking. Attempts to use these data sources to corroborate --

each other or to extend the usefulness of each are made very difficult or impos-

sible because no synchronized timing criteria are present.

4.3.3 Coherence

Finally, there is no capability to present a coherent readiness picture at -

any level in the Ar Force. There is no visible method presently being used to

bring together all the facets of readiness to reveal their interdependencies and

combined effect on readiness. If this capability exists, it is something that

is done in the minds of commanders and managers. When subjective judgements are

dominant, as in the example of a low C rating in equipment and supplies, coher-

ency is lost. If the wing commander makes the judgement of changing the computed

C rating, would he consistently arrive at the same rating given the same inputs -

at different times? Would several different wing commanders arrive at the same

answer given the same information? Since there is very little formal structure

to these decisions, it is unlikely that the answers are yes. Therefore, it is

difficult to predict the repeatability of the readiness measures and the believ- -

ability of trend information based on them. The current readiness measurements

and functional area reporting provide very weak support to a coherent under-

standing of Air Force readiness.
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4.4 Readiness Measurement eeds

Readiness measurement needs may 6e determined by comparing the information

requirements of readiness information users (described in Section 3) with the

assessment of readiness measurement methods presented thus far in this section.

A study of these sections reveals the need for a set of methods, procedures, and

supporting facilities that will eliminate or reduce the existing limitations and

deficiencies and provide the needed capabilities. A method of deriving all levels

of tasking (i.e., force structure, Operations Planning, and Air Tasking) in terms

of sorties is required so that the readiness measurement current capability can
required capability

be made. This measurement becomes the core of readiness measurement. Combined

with associated information, it can be used to support the decisions outlined in

Section 3.

To achieve this kind of readiness measurement, certain procedures, methods,

or processes must be improved or provided. First, a change in source data col-

lection methods is required. Methods should be used that can be made timely

and accurate and that present the least inconvenience to the person or activity

responsible for reporting the data. Second, capability should exist to trans-

form the data into useful readiness information that presents a coherent pic-

ture of Air Force readiness, using an objective criteria such as production

of a specific type of sortie. This will require facilities to filter, mask,

synchronize, correlate, collate, integrate, and calculate on the data. Third,

methods should be defined to represent the data and information to the user

in a form that Is most meaningful for his purpose.
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SECTION 5 - CONCLUSIONS

The existing Air Force methods of measuring readiness must be improved to

satisfy the current needs of readiness information users. Improvements in data

collection, readiness computation, information presentation, information quality

and usefulness, and timeliness are greatly needed. Although Air Force readiness

measurement has been constantly refined over the years, rapid advances in

weapon sophistication and time compression in war scenarios have heightened

the demand for readiness information products. As a result, the current readi-

ness information methods have become seriously deficient in their ability to

accurately and coherently indicate force readiness as well as unit readiness.

Principal deficiencies are:

1. Current methods are not tasking-based. A readiness information system

does not exist that states the ability of a unit to perform a specific

task or specific sortie type.

2. Data inaccuracies occur because data producers do not have proper

tools, motivation, or the capability to audit their inputs.

3. The timeliness of readiness information does not meet utility

requirements. Delays in readiness information reaching users

when they need it are caused by data inaccessibility, age, and lack

of synchronization.

4. There is no uniformity in the expression of readiness. The content

of current readiness information is obviously not satisfactory to

users. They are forced to supplement, verify, and validate by phone.

They must also translate, convert, and modify data to satisfy individ-

ual requirements.

These deficiencies are of such a profound nature that they cannot be

remedied by simply improving existing methods. To remedy these problems,

the AFIRMS program must devise a uniform, commonly understood measure of

unit readiness to perform specific tasking; it must also provide useful mea-

surement tools and coherent informational products to both its users and

data producers.
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Preceding sections of this document have established the need for AFIRMS.

Readiness information requirements, not solutions, have been derived from ana-

lyzing the management of the Tactical Air Command as well as the decision-

making process in response to a contingency. These readiness information re-

quirements were contrasted with current readiness measurement concepts and

methods, the differences discussed, and the needs enumerated.

Given the need to satisfy AFIRMS.requirements, how then should those re-

quirements be satisfied? Three alternative approaches are:

* Full Development

Work on the development of a fully operational AFIRMS might now

proceed. This could be the shortest path to realizing AFIRMS;

it certainly carries the greatest risk. Cost, benefit, schedule,

and technological unknowns are great.

" Classical Prototype Development

A limited AFIRMS Initial Operating Capability (IOC) could be

developed, evaluated, refined, and subsequently replicated and

deployed into a fully operational system. This approach contains

the same benefit and schedule risks as proceeding with full develop- -J

ment, but does reduce the cost risk.

* Learning Prototype Phase Preceding Full Development -

This novel approach would first demonstrate the feasibility of

satisfying AFIRMS requirements and would then specify system and

performance requirements before proceeding to develop an operational

system. This preliminary learning period would reduce the cost,

benefit, and scheduling uncertainties associated with proceeding with

full-scale development. The goal of this approach is to define an

operational AFIRMS. This definition will then be used for acqui-

sition of the operational system.

The need for AFIRMS is real and immediate. What remains to be done is

to establish the feasibility of satisfying current readiness information

requirements, to provide an accurate economic analysis of the operational

AFIRMS, and then to proceed with development of an operational AFIRMS.
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SECTION 6 - RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the deficiencies of current readiness measurement methods have

been presented and remedies postulated, certain questions remain unanswered:

the feasibility of providing the necessary methods and supporting facilities;

the relative value of varying degrees of completeness, precision, and timeli-

ness; and a narrow bound on the cost of implementing a selected system using

modern technology. An approach to answering these questions before beginning

the implementation of an operational AFIRMS is needed. A novel, but sound,

Learning Prototype Phase (LPP) approach is recommended.

This AFIRMS Learning Prototype Phase, through continued close inter-

action with the user (HQ USAF and elements of the Tactical Air Command), and

through "hands-on" trial of alternative tools and products, should answer

those remaining questions.

The major LPP products should be: (1) A final, detailed Functional De-

scription (FD) of AFIRMS, based on the most pragmatic kind of judgement by

the user -- judgement based on "hands-on" experience, (2) a complete functional

specification, independent of vendor product line; and (3) a Data Automation

Requirement (DAR) document for an operational system, with supporting economic

analysis, a feasible schedule, and high-confidence estimates for acquisition

cost and costs of ownership.

To develop these products, the AFIRMS LPP should proceed as follows:

1. Formulate an operational concept for the use of AFIRMS products

based on this FAR.

2. Define specific AFIRMS readiness measurement products relying on

user guidance and preference for form, content, and other attributes.

3. Derive prospective methods for collecting, processing, and pre-

senting products based on product definitions.

4. Select, build, test, and evaluate alternative tools and products

through user participation.

5. Introduce no cost improvements in existing methods or products

where appropriate.
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6. Evaluate costs, benefits, and uncertainties of alternatie methods

of providing products.

7. Select "best" alternative and develop specifications and perfor-

mance requirements for operational system.

The scope of the AFIRMS LPP should be limited to the level of effort,

equipment, and facilities needed to answer the major feasibility, benefit,

and cost questions that will be considered by the Air Force in selecting an

"appropriate" operational AFIRMS configuration. All effort should be directed

toward the application of existing technology to answer those questions. A

period of twenty-four months should be sufficient for accomplishment of the

objectives of the LPP. -

An experimental facility, distributed among HQ USAF, HQ TAC, and one or

more TFWs, will be required to support the "hands-on" test and evaluation of

alternatives by users. The equipment requirements might consist of two geo-

graphically separated minicomputers with appropriate mass storage devices,

user terminals, and various data entry devices. The complete hardware and

software configuration will be dictated by the data collection, processing,

and presentation alternatives developed during the LPP. All hardware and, to

the extent possible, major software components (operating system, data base

management system,etc.) should be off-the-shelf from reliable vendors.

In summary, an AFIRMS Learning Protoytype Phase, or limited "fly before

buy", is pragmatic, feasible, and essential to the attainment of AFIRMS goals.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITION OF READINESS-RELATED TERMS FOR

READINESS MEASUREMENT PURPOSES

The word "readiness" has numerous definitions and connotations within the

Department of Defense and even within the Air Force. The definitions presented

in this appendix to the AFIRMS Functional Area Requirement are the ones adopted

for the AFIRMS program. These definitions are being revised, based on comments

from readers, as this document goes to print. The revised Air Refueling and

Airlift definitions are the first refinements of the readiness definitions

presented in the Draft FAR. Other refinements will be published in an errata

supplement.

1. Readiness in Capability Terms

Readiness has meaning only in terms of the ability to perform a mission.

Mission requirements are specified in assigned tasking. Tasking may take the

form of an OPLAN, Frag Order, or Flying Schedule. Capability is defined as the

ability to perform assigned tasking. Capability can be expressed in units of

measurement such as sorties. We define

readiness as capability available

capability specified

where capability specified is the capability required by the tasking, and capa-

bility available is the capability the assigned unit can actually deliver.

2. Readiness and Effectiveness

Effectiveness is used to describe the capability of responding to a threat.

Readiness, in the AFIRMS sense, does not directly consider threat. It is assumed

that the threat has been considered in the tasking. We define

effectiveness as capability available
capability required

where capability required is the capability necessary to reach or maintain

a designated condition - survivability of the unit, sustainability of the

current level of operation, or superiority over the enemy - in consideration

of the known threat. Effectiveness is more difficult to compute than readi-

ness, and AFIRMS does not propose to include effectiveness estimation.
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3. Readiness and Sustainability

We define sustainability as the capability available for a duration of

time under specified conditions (e.g., no resupply). The core of sustain-

ability is the same as the core of readiness, namely the capability avail-

able. Readiness is closely related to sustainability. AFIRMS will support

the estimation of sustainability, but will not directly measure sustainability.

4. Further Definition of Capability

Earlier, capability was discussed in terms of sorties. A sortie is de-

fined as a mission-ready aircraft with a qualified aircrew, properly configured,

supported, and controlled to accomplish a stated mission (Letter of Agreement

between CINC PACAF, COMTAC, and CINCUSAFE, 2 December 1976). The sortie type

must be specified in the tasking. Thus, a sortie is a mission ready MDS

appropriately configured with the necessary skills of a qualified aircrew and

the appropriate mix of weapons and ordnance, complimented with the required

ground support, equipment, and skilled personnel, and controlled to accomplish

the assigned tasking.

5. Definition of Readiness Information

Based on our definition, capability can be expressed simply, for example,

the number of sorties available to perform a certain task. However, this capa-

bility is difficult to measure. We cannot easily count the number of close-air

support sorties available. We can, however, measure the resources available

or the aircrew skills available for specified, close-air support at a certain

location and within a certain timeframe. A readiness product is the result

of the measurement of a resource, such as aircrews, maintenance crews, aircraft,

air refueling support, or airlift support in a certain posture. A product can

contain raw data or information (processed data). Given many products, we can

derive a readiness assessment of the capability available. This assessment

is readiness measurement information. An estimate of capability available

can be constructed using computational procedures (not yet defined).
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The following example gives a rationale for tasking-based readiness measure-

ment rather than a resource count, or percent-fill measurement of readiness.

Assume three resources, A, B, and C, must be present for a sortie to be possible.

Measure Report Measure Report

First A I A 1 A
Fist BB I Sortie B,B I 2B
Base C C I 1C

Second Al A 1 A

Base B 1 Sortie B 1 B

Base C byB C 1C

Capability Based Resource Count
Report Based Report

2 Sorties. Umnited 3 As, 313s,
by B at the3C'
Third Base 3 Cs

As shown, tabulating resource counts not only fails to reveal the capa-

bility of three bases to meet the specified tasking, but also the data

needed to determine base three's problems have been washed out when the

data are aggregated. The tasking-based measure integrates the base data

into information about combat readiness expressed in specified sortie

types.
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6. Components of Readiness

As can be seen from Figure 1, TAF depends on support from other Air Force

components for Airlift and Air Refueling support.
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MAC provides products to the TAF that are the output of the airlift mis-

sion. For purposes of AFIRMS, the MAC output for the TAF is called a Deliver-

able Load Factor(x) or DLF(x). The subscript x will either be T, representing

tons; P representing passengers; or C, representing specified cubic loads. For

example, one DLF(T) could be 20 tons, all palletized, with no outsized cargo;

one DLF(p) could represent a passenger seat. A requirement statement could

be 15 OLF(T) from Base A to Base B with arrival NLT C hours/E date. We define

airlift readiness as DLF(x) available at some time

DLF(x) specified

where DLF(x) available are those DLF(x) made available to the TAF by MAC, and

DLF(x) specified are the DLF(x) the TAF needs to complete its tasking. Note

that from the MAC point of view, DLF(x) available are actually the DLF(x)

alloc.ted, i.e., that portion of MAC capability allocated to the TAF.
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SAC provides products to the TAF that are measurable output of the tanker

mission. For purposes of AFIRMS, the SAC output for the TAF is called a Deliver-

able Receiver Fill(x) or DRF(x). The subscript x identifies the MDS of the

receiver aircraft. One DRF(x) implies only a single tanker and a single re-

ceiver, each ready to execute the fuel transfer. DRF(x) is expressed in # of

pounds of fuel and the time requirca to transfer the fuel. For example, one

DRF(F4) could be defined as 15,000 pounds of fuel in 15 minutes. In the plan-

ing context, this will allow the user (receiver) to express requirements as

# of DRF(x) required, at a specified place, date, and time window. Since the

DRF(x) only includes one tanker and one receiver, the supplier (SAC) can deter-

mine both the number of pounds of fuel to be delivered and the number of tankers

required to execute that number of DRF(x) within the specified time window. Note

that DRF(x) does not include the transfer of fuel, only the ability to transfer

fuel. We define

air refueling readiness as # DRF(x) available

# DRF(x) specified

where DRF(x ) available are those DRF(x) made available to TAF by SAC, and DRF(x )

specified are those DRF(x) needed by TAF to complete the mission. As with MAC's

view of ton miles, SAC DRF(x) does not imply the transfer of fuel,

only the ability to transfer fuel.
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Figure 2 depicts the major functions of a tactical fighter wing. See
Models 5, 6, 7 in Appendix D for details. Figure 2 shows the relationship
of "Estimate Readiness" (box 4) to management and operations functions.

Notice that Box 3 reporting supports Box 2 operations. Essentially, the
job of estimating readiness implies a conceptual model of an operating
tactical fighter wing to understand the relationships among unit resources.
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Operating a wing can be thought of in terms of four major functions shown

in Figure 3. Figure 3 is a decomposition of Box 2, Figure 2. "Estimate Readi-

ness" requires defining the readiness components of each of these functions:

mobilize, generate, deploy, and employ.
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APPENDIX B

CURRENT DEFINITIONS OF READINESS TERMS

A sampling of readiness definitions and readiness-related terms used within

the Department of Defense is presented to further emphasize the need for uniform-

ity and understanding among users of readiness information. Comparing the terms

used within various organizations shows disparity. Different readiness connota-

tions appear, depending on the organization or origin of terms. Precision and

clarity are needed among and within organizations. This compilation was extracted

from "Glossary of Readiness and Readiness-Related Terms and Definitions", Office

of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, 15 August 1978.
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JCS READINESS TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

AIR DEFENSE READINESS (DOD, IADB) - An operational status requiring
defense forces to maintain higher than ordinary preparedness for
short periods of time (JCS Pub 1).

COMBAT READINESS (DOD, IADB) - Synonymous with "operational readi-
ness," with respect to missions or functions performed in combat (JCS
Pub 1).

COMBAT READINESS RATING CODES (C-RATINGS) -

C-1 Fully ready: A unit fully capable of performing the mission for
which it is organized or designed.

C-2 Substantially ready: A unit has minor deficiencies which limit
its capability to accomplish the mission for which it is organized
or designed.

C-3 Marginally ready: A unit has major deficiencies of such magnitude
as to limit severely its capability to accomplish the mission for
which it is organized or designed.

C-4 Not ready: A unit not capable of performing the mission for
which it is organized or designed.

C-ratings are computed and reported separately for each of the following
four resource areas and additionally as a composite of the four areas.

PERSONNEL - This measured resource area rating will compare personnel
assigned strength against the authorized strength of the organ-
ization being rated. Consideration should be given to the avail-
ability of key and critical specialities and personnel distribution
by categories and/or grades.

EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES ON HAND - This measured resource data rating
will compare equipment and supplies on hand (regardless of
operational readiness) against the authorization for the organ-
ization being rated. Equipment and supplies to be considered
are those determined by the cognizant Service to be necessary for
the organization to perform its mission.

EQUIPMENT READINESS - This measured resource area rating will compare
the equipment operationally ready against the authorization for
the organization being rated. Equipment to be rated and standards
of equipment operational readiness will be determined by the cogn-
izant Service.
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TRAINING READINESS - This measured resource area rating will compare
the present level of training against the standard for fully trained
organizations. Results of training inspections/tests, operational
readiness inspections/tests, and technical proficiency inspections
will be considered in the evaluation of the organization's training
rating. An organization engaged in combat should not have the
rating for this area reduced solely because it is unable to partici-
pate in scheduled inspections/tests. (JCS Pub 6, pages 2-6-2
through 2-6-5.,

COMBAT READY (DOD, lADB) - Synonymous with "operationally ready,"
with respect to missions or functions performed in combat (JCS Pub 1).

EQUIPMENT OPERATIONALLY READY (DoD) - The condition status of an
item of equipment in the possession of an operating unit which indicates '7
it is capable of fulfilling its intended mission and in a system configura-
tion that offers a high assurance of an effective, reliable and safe per-
formance (JCS Pub 1).

EQUIPMENT OPERATIONALLY READY - (1) Army: Equipment Readiness.
Army Equipment Status. Items of equipment which are Equipment on
Hand assets, listed in TM 38-750, capable of performing primary mission,
and free of factors which may curtail sustained perfomrance. (2)
Navy: Equipment is available and in condition to perform the missions
or functions for which designed or required. (3) Air Force: The daily
projection for equipment of which the status indicates that it is capable
of safe use and that mission-essential subsystems, necessary for the
performance of the primary missions of the organization to which assigned.
are ready. Training is not considered a primary mission for combat and
combat support organizations. (4) Marine Corps: An item of equipment
operationally ready to the degree that it can perform its assigned mission.
Aircraft must be safely flyable and capable of performing one or more
(but not necessarily all) of the primary missions of the organization to
which assigned (JCS Pub 6, D-5).

MATERIAL READINESS (DOD, IADB) - The availability of material required
by a military organization to support its wartime activities or contingencies,
disaster relief (flood, earthquake, etc), or other emergencies (JCS
Pub 1).

OPERATIONALLY READY (DOD, IADB) - (1) As applied to a unit, ship, or
weapon system -- capable of performing the missions or functions for
which organized or designed. Incorporates both equipment readiness
and personnel readiness. (2) As applied to personnel -- available and
qualified to perform assigned missions or functions. (IADB) (3) As
applied to equipment -- available and in condition for serving the func-
tions for which designed (JCS Pub 1).
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OPERATIONAL READINESS (DOD, NATO, IADB) - The capability of a unit,
ship, weapon system, or equipment to perform the missions or functions
for which it is organized or designed. May be used in a general sense
or to express a level of degree of readiness. (JCS Pub 1).

WEAPONS READINESS STATE (DOD, IADB) - The degree of readiness of
air defense weapons which can become airborne or be launched to carry
out an assigned task. Weapons readiness states are expressed in numbers
of minutes. (JCS Pub 1).
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AIR FORCE READINESS TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

COMBAT READY (CR) - A level of readiness which indicates the individual
has been certified by the unit of permanent assignment as qualified to
perform a specific duty at the necessary level of competence. CR is
applicable to all duty positions. (ADCOMR 50-5, Vol 11, 1-7).

FULL MISSION CAPABLE (FMC) - To be in this status, an aerospace vehicle
must have the systems working to fly all missions under peacetime or
wartime conditions (AFR 65-110, interim message change 77-1).

MISSION CAPABLE (MC) - FMC and PMC rates combined (AFR 65-110).

MISSION READY AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT - MAJCOMs have set up a minimum
essential subsystems lists (MESLs) by MDS for each DOC mission or GCC
level being measured in the UCMS. Weapon systems that are safely flyable
under wartime conditions and have the systems on the MESL ... for a
mission are "mission ready availalbe" (MRA) for that mission.

NOT MISSION CAPABLE (NMC) - An aerospace vehicle in this status cannot
_ ly any wartime mission. To be in NMC status, an aerospace vehicle with
no wartime mission cannot fly any of its assigned missions. (NOTE:
Inspections such as preflight and postflight and actions to prepare for
flight such as servicing and drag chute installation, are not reported as
NMC.) (AFR 65-110, interim message change 77-1).

NOT OPERATIONALLY READY, MAINTENANCE - A condition status of a
major item of equipment or weapon system on which maintenance work
must be accomplished to return it to an operationally ready condition
(AFM 11-1, 2 Jan 76).

NOT OPERATIONALLY READY, SUPPLY - A condition status of an aerospace
vehicle or selected item of equipment that is not capable of performing
all of its assigned mission(s) due to parts required from supply (AFM
11-1, 2 Jan 76).

OPERATIONALLY READY (OR) - A level of readiness which indicates the
individual has been certified by the unit of permanent assignment as
qualified to perform all the duties of a WD/WDT/FM/FMT/RICMO/RICMT/
ASO /AST and AJO during daily operations without the direct super-
vision of an instructor (ADCOMR 50-5, Vol II, 1-7).

OPERATIONAL READINESS - The ability of a unit, weapon system, or equip-
ment to perform the wartime mission or functions for which it is organized
or designed. This term may be used in a general sense or to express a
level or degree of readiness (AFR 123-6, 7 Apr 78).
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PARTIAL MISSION CAPABLE (PMC) - To be in this status, an aerospace
vehicle must be safely flyable under wartime conditions and have the
systems working to fly at least one unit mission under wartime condi-
tions but less than the systems to be FMC. Aircraft with no wartime
mission must be able to fly any one mission to be in this status. (Note:
Aircraft on alert may be in this status if it can fly the alert mission.
In addition, aircraft in precautionary standdown directed by higher
authority may be in this category.) (AFR 65-110, interim message
change 77-1.)

READINESS - The state of preparedness of an individual, force, or organiza-
tion for carrying out an operation, mission, task, or the like; combat
readiness or operational readiness. Also said of equipment. (USAF
Dictionary, 1956 (sic).)
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OSD READINESS TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

MATERIAL READINESS - Material is considered ready when it is capable
of safe use and the minimum number of subsystems, designated by a
Military Department as mission-essential, are installed and operable
for the performance of one or more of the primary missions. Mission-
essential subsystems are those required to perform the primary-missions,
e.g., fire control, sonar, bombing, communications, ECM, radar, etc.
(DoDI 7730.25, 1 Feb 72).

NOT OPERATIONAL READY - MAINTENANCE (NORM) - A condition status
of material indicating that it is not ready to perform any of its missions
because of organizational or intermediate level maintenance requirements.
Recording of NORM time shall start when it is first known that the con-
dition exists except when caused by an in-flight malfunction. Then, the
time will start at engine shutdown. Time shall stop when maintenance
has been completed or is interrupted by work stoppage due to supply
shortage. (The period of work stoppage due to supply shall be measured
as NORS). NORM time shall resume when required supply items are
delivered to the material being repaired (DoDI 7730.25, 1 Feb 72).

NOT OPERATIONAL READY - SUPPLY (NORS) - A condition status of material
indicating that it is not operationally ready, because maintenance required
to clear a NORM condition cannot be continued due to a supply shortage.
Recording of NORS time shall start one hour after: (a) a supply demand
has been made for an item(s) required for maintenance, (b) the item(s)
is not delivered to the material and (c) maintenance work stoppage results
(DoDI 7730.25, 1 Feb 72).

READINESS - The concept that integrates the diverse factors that affect the
ability to deploy, engage, and sustain effective combat forces. (Annual
Defense Department Report FY 1977).

REDUCED MATERIEL CONDITION (RMC) - A condition status of multi-mission
material indicating mission-essential subsystem incapability because one or
more are inoperative for maintenance or supply reasons. The Military
Departments may further subdivide RMC into maintenance and supply cate-
gories, if desired (DoDI 7730.25, 1 Feb 72).
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MISCELLANEOUS READINESS TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

READINESS - The capability of some specified force structure (or subset
thereof) to do something, somewhere, with some amount of advance
notification, and to continue doing it for some period of time. (The
'something" for a specific unit is normally the mission(s) for which it
was designed, organized, and equipped.) The "readiness" of Defense
combat forces thus defined depends on a myriad of diverse and often
interrelated factors (DoD Materiel Readiness Report, Feb 78).

READINESS - The quantitative availablility and specific condition of personnel
and materiel resources, the types and quantities of missions and units/
forces are capable of performing in crisis, under what sets of circum-
stances and for how long.

At least the following information seems necessary ...

o Availability (and condition) of materiel and personnel resources;

o Capability (kinds of activity and levels of performance in crisis,
vs. normal peacetime);

o Deployability;

o Flexibility (capabilities other than primary);

o Survivability; and

o Sustainability

Thus, in addition to information (statistics) of static nature, dynamic
information also is required -- the total reporting:

what resources do we have,

what can they do,

at what level,

under what circumstances, and

for how long.

(RAND Working Note, WN-9623-PR, Sept 76.)

READINESS - The difference between requirements and capabilities (CAA
Study Report, CAA-SR-76-7, June 76).
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TOTAL FORCE READINESS - From my view point, our state of readiness
certainly determines how rapidly and with what effect peacetime con-
figured forces can be brought to bear upon various crises or conflict
situations. It also includes how long and to what degree our forces can
be employed. It embodies the capability to successfully accomplish tasks
within a specified time with current resources and management systems
(General David Jones quoted in RAND working Note, WN-9632-PR, Sept 76).

J

-J
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JCS READINESS-RELATED TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

ASSIGNED STRENGTH -

(1) Army -- The number of personnel permanently assigned to an orga-
nization except those in a PCS transient status. Personnel temporarily
absent (e.g., leave, TDY) are included in assigned strength.

(2) Navy -- All personnel currently assigned to the organization for duty
whether or not on board. This includes personnel from time of report-
ing to time of detachment from the organization, including those tem-
porarily absent on temporary additional duty or leave. Since personnel
transferred on temporary duty are considered a loss to the organization,
they will not be included in assigned strength.

(3) Air Force -- The number of essential personnel (i.e., those personnel
possessing skills that are designated essential to the direct accomplish-
ment of the unit's mission) that are assigned and available to support
the rated unit.

(4) Marine Corps -- The total number of personnel chargeable to an organi-
zation whether or not on board. MCS P1070.8 (IRAM) defines charge-
able. USMCR - (0) - organizations assigned strength will include Class
II Assigned, Class II Select, and Inspector-Instructor Personnel.

(5) Coast Guard -- Same as Navy.

(JCS Pub 6. D-1).

AUTHORIZED STRENGTH

(1) Army -- That portion of the required manpower which can be supported
by allocated manpower and which is reflected in the authorized columns
of current or projected authorization documents.

NOTE: For U.S. Army combat readiness reporting on card type K,
the following definition applies:

Authorized Strength. Army full TOE/MTOE or structure strength.
The full Table of Organization and Equipment (TOE) strength
for organizations organized under F and earlier series TOE; level
1 strength for organizations organized under G and later series
TOE, as amended by modification TOE (MTOE), DA numbered
changes, or other approved additions or deletions. For organi-
zations organized under type B columns of TOE, the type B
column is full TOE. For TDA organizations desgined to report
organization readiness, the authorized column is full TOE.
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(2) Navy -- The current authorization of an organization as indicated
in the Allowance column of the Unit Manpower Authorization (OPNAV
Form 1000/2). In some instances, the structured strength and the
current authorized strength will be identical.

(3) Air Force -- The number of essential personnel (i.e., those personnel
possessing skills that are designated essential to the direct accomplish-
ment of the unit's mission) that have been authorized by a Manpower
Source Listing to support the rated unit. --

(4) Marine Corps -- That portion of total Marine Corps strength approved

by competent authority as the staffing objective for an organization;
this will be the manning level unless otherwise specified. T/O strength
will normally be reported as authorized strength for USMCR - (0) -

organizations.

(5) Coast Guard -- The current authorization of an organization as indicated
in the personnel allowance list (P-835).

(JCS Pub 6, D-2).

DEFENSE READINESS CONDITIONS (DoD) - A uniform system of progressive
alert postures for use between the Jo-t Chiefs of Staff and the commanders
of unified and specified commands, and for use by the Services. Defense
Readiness Conditions are graduated to match situations of varying military
severity (status of alert). Defense Readiness Conditions are identified by -'
the short title (DEFCON (5), (4), (3), (2), and (1), as appropriate (JCS
Pub 1).

DEPLOYABLE STRENGTH - This strength is an organization's present strength,
less those personnel ineligible to deploy in an emergency or crisis situation, -- "
based on specific personnel deployment criteria determined in conjunction
with the declaration of deployable alert (JCS Pub 6, D-3).

INDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNESS (DoD, IADB) - The state of preparedness of
industry to produce essential material to support the national military
objectives. (Synonymous with industrial readiness) (JCS Pub 1).

POSSESSED STRENGTH - (1) Army: The operating strength of an organization
chargeable against the personnel authorization (TOE or TDA). (2) Navy,
Air Force, Marine Corps: Total Military personnel with an organization
who are physically present at a specified location or embarked on board
a ship (JCS Pub 6, D-8).

READINESS RATING LIMITATION - (1) Army: Army Authorization Level of
Organization (ALO). The ALO of an organization is the ratio of authorized
manpower spaces to the full MTOE structured spaces, against which an
organization is authorized to requisition personnel and equipment. ALO
may be expressed in numerical designated levels representing percentages
of full MTOE structure spaces. Equipment resources are specified by
item for each level of organization. Inherent in the DA approved ALO
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for an organization is the stated distribution objective based on pro-
grammed capability of the Army to provide assets at the designated level
of personnel and equipment. HQDA may, in exceptional circumstances,
approve an unbalanced organization in which the authorized level of
personnel and the authorized level of equipment will differ. The lower
of the two levels or organization will be the "unit readiness level" which
is considered supportable with a matching readiness condition (REDCON).
ALO-1 organizations do not report a readiness rating limitation. (2)
Navy: Restrictions or limitations imposed on allocated resources (personnel,
materiel, funds, etc.) of designated organizations by higher authority
that will preclude the organization from attaining a status of being fully
combat ready (C-1) to perform its wartime mission. (The Navy goal in
readiness is normally C-I in the measured resource areas of Equipment/
Supplies on Hand, Equipment Readiness, and Training. However, an
implicit limitation exists in the measured resource area of Personnel for
those organizations in which a Ship/Aircraft Squadron Manning Document
has not been implemented and for those of which the authorized allowance
is less than 95% of complement (M+12).) (3) Air Force: The highest rating
of composite readiness that an organization can be expected to attain due
to a limitation imposed by higher authority (JCS Pub 6, D-9).

I
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AIR FORCE READINESS-RELATED TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

AUTHORIZED STRENGTH - The number of essential personnel (i.e., those
possessing skills that are designated essential to the direct accomplish-
ment of the unit's mission) that have been authorized by a Unit Manpower
Document (UMD) to support the rated unit (JCS Pub 6, D-2).

ASSIGNED STRENGTH - The number of essential personnel (i.e., those
personnel possessing skills that are designated essential to the direct
accomplishment of the unit's mission) that are assigned to support the
rated unit (JCS Pub 6. D-1).

J
POSSESSED STRENGTH - Total military personnel with an organization who

are physically present at a specified location .... (JCS Pub 6, D-8).

,7

6
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DLA READINESS-RELATED TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

MILITARY AND CIVILIAN PERSONNEL STRENGTH - This indicator is intended
to compare authorized vs. assigned strength. It considers shortages in
overall personnel strength, shortages within specific skill groupings or
those involving key management or supervisory positions. Evaluate military
and civilian strength separately.

MILITARY AND CIVILIAN PERSONNEL TRAINING - The basic consideration here
is an assessment of the state of training in relation to the requirement of the
duties to which personnel are assigned. The condition may be temporarily
affected by skill imbalances or the institution of new equipment, systems or
procedures which require a retaining program. Evaluate military and civilian
training separately. (DSAR 3135.4, pg 3).

PERCENT STOCK AVAILABILITY - 100 percent minus (Backorders/Direct Vendor
Deliveries Established divided by Net Demands) multiplied by 100 (DSAM
4140.2, Ch 106, Vol II, Part III, 1 April 75).

STOCK AVAILABILITY AND MATERIEL OBLIGATION TREND - This is a key
measurement of DLA's readiness to effectively support the Military Services.
For example, a decreasing trend in the percent of stock availability or a
rising trend in the number of materiel obligations indicate reduced materiel
readiness for the Military Services (DSAR 3135. 4, pg 3).
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APPENDIX C

HOW TO READ AN SADT" MODEL

In this document, diagrams like the samples on the right are used to

describe system characteristics in levels of increasing detail.

In the diagrams on the right, boxes represent system functions; arrows

represent data. As indicated by the shading, a box on the upper diagram is

detailed by the boxes and arrows of the lower diagram. Arrows entering and

leaving the shaded box are exactly those arrows entering and leaving the

loer diagram. Both the shaded box and the lower diagram represent exactly

the same part of the system.

Because a box can be detailed with a diagram, a system can be modeled

with a set of diagrams. The first diagram of a model represents the system

by a single box. The box is detailed with a first-level diagram. Boxes on

the first-level diagram can be detailed with second-level diagrams. Continu-

ing this way, a set of diagrams that describe the system to any desired level

of detail can be produced.

The modeling technique outlined here is based on the Structured Analysis

and Design Technique (SADT - a trademark of SofTech, Inc.).

Explanations of key diagram features:

Diagram Number - The node number indicates a diagram's place in a model.

A lower diagram's node number is constructed from the node number of the upper

diagram by appending the number of the bold box.

Parenthesized Arrows - Parentheses on an arrow's head (or tail) indicate

that the arrow's destination (or source) is not sufficiently relevant to be shown

on other levels.

Arrow Position - Input arrows enter a box on the left. Output arrows

leave a box on the right. Control arrows enter a box on the top. The upward

pointing arrows entering the bottom of the box indicate the doer or mechanism

of the activity.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

AIR FORCE MANAGEMENT

(DAY-TO-DAY)

NODE # SECTION Dl - DAY-TO-DAY PAGE NO.

A-1 Maintain Air Force Readiness D-11 (3-8)

MODEL 1 - AIR STAFF

A-O Context: Manage Air Force Resources D-15

AO Manage Air Force Resources D-16 (3-10)

Al Determine Air Force Resource Requirements D-17

All Plan Force Structure D-18

A13 Specify Performance and Resource Requirements D-19

A2 Obtain Resources D-20

A21 Develop and Defend POM D-21

A3 Monitor and Manage D-22

A31 Oversee Operations and Programs D-23

A33 Respond to Questions and Problems D-24

MODEL 3 - TACTICAL AIR COMMAND

A-O Context: Manage Tactical Fighter Wings D-27

A0 Manage Tactical Fighter Wings D-28 (3-12)

Al Acrlyze Requirements D-29

A2 Develop Plans for Accomplishing Requirements D-30

A3 Obtain Required Support D-31

A4 Monitor Performance D-32

MODEL 5 - TACTICAL FIGHTER WINGS

A-O Context: Manage Wing Operations (Day-to-Day) D-35

AO Manage Wing Operations (Day-to-Day) D-36 (3-14)

Al Analyze Wing Requirements D-37

A2 Plan Use of Resources (Long Range) D-38

A3 Obtain Resources D-39

A4 Control Use of Resources D-40

A5 Report Resources D-41
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TABLE OF CONTENTS (Cont.)

AIR FORCE MANAGEMENT

(CONTINGENCY, CRISIS)

NODE # SECTION D2 - CRISIS MANAGEMENT (CONTINGENCY) PAGE NO.

A-I Plan and Execute Crisis Response D-45 (3-20)

MODEL 2 - AIR STAFF

A-O Context: Support Crisis Preparation and Execution D-49

AO Support Crisis Preparation and Execution D-50 (3-22)

A2 Develop Combat Options D-51

A3 Develop Support and Augmentation Options D-52

A4 Monitor Deployment and Employment D-53

A42 Examine and Analyze Critical Information D-54

MODEL 4 - TACTICAL AIR COMMAND

A-O Context: Prepare and Manage Crisis Response D-57

AO Prepare and Manage Crisis Response D-58 (3-26)

Al Make Force Decisions D-59

A2 Plan Execution D-60

A3 Coordinate Mission Support D-61

A5 Monitor and Control Deployment D-62

MODEL 6 - TACTICAL FIGHTER WINGS

A-O Context: Respond to Crisis D-65

AO Respond to Crisis D-66 (3-28)

Al Analyze Wing Requirements D-67

All Activate CSS D-68

A12 Develop Mobility Concept D-69

A13 Plan Operations D-70

A2 Assign Resources D-71

A3 Monitor Mobilization, Deployment, Employment D-72
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TABLE OF CONTENTS (Cont.)

WING OPERATIONS

NODE # SECTION D3 - OPERATIONS MODEL PAGE NO.

MODEL 7 - TACTICAL FIGHTER WING

FEO Reporting Structure D-75

MODEL 8 - TACTICAL FIGHTER WING*

A-O Context: Operate Tactical Fighter Wing D-79

AO Operate Tactical Fighter Wing D-80

Al Mobilize D-81

A12 Marshall D-82

A13 Load D-83

A2 Generate (Regenerate) D-84

A21 Inspect, Account, or Place (Resources) D-85

A211 Inspect Aircraft D-86

A22 Maintain D-87

A23 Configure D-88

A3 Deploy D-89

A4 Employ D-90

A41 Launch D-91

A42 Perform Mission D-92

A43 Recover D-93

* Note: This model can be activated for: training, exercises, operational

inspection, crisis, and war.
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APPENDIX E

Terms and Abbreviations

A - Activity, as in an AO, Al, and A2 diagrams

ABCCC - Airbor,e Command, Control Center

A and D - Assembly and Distribution

A/C - Aircraft

AFACB - Air Force Comptroller and Budget

AFCC - Air Force Component Commander

AFIRMS - Air Force Integrated Readiness Measurement System

AFLANT - Air Force Atlantic Command

AFLC - Air Force Logistics Command

AFR - Air Force Regulation

AFRED - Air Force Readiness Command

AFRES - Air Force Reserves

AFSC - Air Force Specialty Code

AGS - Aircraft Generation Squadron

AMU - Aircraft Maintenance Unit

ANG - Air National Guard

ARCT - Air Refueling Control Time

CC - Commanding Officer

CINC - Commander in Chief

CMD - Command

COMTAC - Commander, Tactical Air Command

CONUS - Continental United States

CP - Command Post

CRS - Component Repair Squadron

CSG - Combat Support Group

CSS - Contingency Support Staff

CV - Vice Commander

DAR - Data Automation Requirement

DCM - Deputy Chief of Maintenance

DCO - Deputy Commander for Operations

DefCon - Defense Condition

DNIF - Duty Not Involving Flying

DOC - Designed Operational Capability

DoD - Department of Defense
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EAM - Emergency Action Message 7-

EMS - Equipment Maintenance Squadron

EQPT - Equipment

ETIC - Expected Time in Commission

FAR - Functional Area Requirement

FD - Functional Description

FMC - Fully Mission Capable

FOB - Forward Operating Base

FORSTAT - Force Status and Identity Report

FRAG - Fragmentary Order

FYDP - Five Year Defense Plan

GCC - Graduated Combat Capability

HQ TAC - Headquarters, Tactical Air Command

HQ USAF - Headquarters, United States Air Force

INTELL - Intelligence

JCS - Joint Chiefs of Staff

JIEP - Joint Intelligence Estimate for Planning

JSPD - Joint Strategic Planning Document

JSPDSA - Joint Strategic Planning Document Supporting Analysis

LE - Logistics and Engineering

LRC - Logistics Readiness Center

MAC - Military Airlift Command __

MAJCOM - Major Command

MC - Mission Capable

MCC - Mobility Control Center

MDS - Mission, Design, Series

MOB - Main Operating Base

MP - Manpower and Personnel

MPN - Mobility Position Number

MR - Mission Ready

MTN - Munitions

MX - Maintenance

NAF - Numbered Air Force

NCA - National Command Authority

NMC - Not Mission Capable

NMR - Not Mission Ready

NOR - Not Operationally Ready
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OPLANS - Operations Plans

OPS - Operations

OR - Operationally Ready

ORI - Operational Readiness Inspection

PAA - Primary Authorized Aircraft

PACAF - Pacific Air Force

PAX - Passengers

PEM - Program Element Monitor

PMC - Partially Mission Capable

POL - Petroleum, Oil, Lubricants

POM - Program Objective Memorandum

PRC - Personnel Readiness Center

RM - Resource Management

RQMT - Requirement

RST - Reference Start Time

SAC - Strategic Air Command

SADT - Structured Analysis and Design Technique

SecDef - Secretary of Defense

SITREP - Situation Report

SOA - Separate Operating Agency

SOP - Standard Operating Procedures

SORTIE - An operational flight of one aircraft; a mission ready aircraft
with a qualified aircrew, properly configured, supported, and
controlled to accomplish a stated mission

TA - Table of Authorization

TAC - Tactical Air Command

TAF - Tactical Air Force

TFS - Tactical Fighter Squadron

TFW - Tactical Fighter Wing

TOA - Total Obligational Authority

UCMS - Unit Capability Measurement System

UE - Unit Equipage

UNITREP - Unit Status and Identity Report

USAFE - United States Air Force Europe

UTC - Unit, Type, Code

UTE Rate - Utilization Rate
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APPENDIX F

Resource Data and Tasking Information Ordered by Functional Area

The data in Appendix F is ordered by functional area. The data used

to perform activities within a functional area are listed under each func-

tional area heading. The AO diagrams in Section 3 describe the Air Force as

an integration of functions, resources, and information. The Air Force is

presented as a system. The information and resources pertaining to a func-

tional area are not parsed in the eight overview diagrams. Appendix F is

included so that functional area managers can readily find the types of data

associated with their functional areas.

Notice the far left column, Model Reference, in each table in Appendix F.

The notation appearing in this column by the entries is the cross reference

key to the diagrams in Section 3. For example, the diagram node number, in

this case all are AO; the diagram box number 1 through 6; and the box arrow

position, for example 11, 12, or C3 are presented. For quick identification,

the activity label in a diagram box is listed (e.g., Analyze Requirements)

as well as the label on the arrow of interest around a box (e.g., Wing Re-

source Data). The data listed by the activities is intended to expand the

labels on the arrows in the six AO general level diagrams in Section 3.

(This expansion is actually done on working diagrams as models expand to a

very detailed level.)

For readers not familar with this structured analysis technique, the

lists of detailed data ordered by functional area are presented so that

further examination of detailed diagrams in Appendix D will not be neces-

sary. For readers who wish to continue viewing the Air Force command levels

as a system with integrated functions and information, Appendix D is avail-

able. (A brief explantion of how to read the diagrams is presented in

Appendix C.)

After inspecting the data in Appendix F, the reader will notice that

the lists of hard resources, such as equipment, people, and supplies are not

exhaustive. Obviously, the lists will be expanded for detailed system design
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purposes; however, the data presented at this time should convey an impres-

sion of the kind of readiness data needed to build an Air Force integrated

readiness measurement system as well as the kinds of Air Force resources

that readiness information should address.

First, we must begin by considering what information and resources are

absolutely essential and critical to produce combat sorties. That is what

the tactical fighter forces system addressed in this document is about:

readiness to produce combat sorties and all of the supporting functions and

resources that have to be integrated to do that.

Absolutely essential to the information required about an individual

resource or set of resources is:

1. the resource type (name, identification, item)

2. its location (where it is, for immediate needs)

3. its quantity (how much or how many now)

4. its condition (available, not available, expected time of avail-
ability)

5. its performance characteristics (specifications, what it should
do, how far it should go, how well can it perform in a situation)

6. its attrition rate (how long can it be used, how many have been
expended, how many have been destroyed)

7. The current situation (from a reasonable stability to crisis re-

sponse)

These seven implicit resource elements are not exhaustive; they are

minimal. Overlying these elements is time, another facet of readiness. In

the tactical fighter forces, time is critical to its main functions: mobi-

lization, deployment, and employment. Therefore, readiness or capability

to perform those three functions in time has to be considered. The seven

basic elements about a resource must be known at all times to accurately and

adequately express capability in terms of immediate sortie production capa-

bility.
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Each resource data table that follows corr-sponds to an AO diagram in

Section 3. Notice that the table titles match the AO diagram titles. Also,

keep in mind that the data listed under a functional area does not imply that

the data has to physically reside in that functional area.
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AIR STAFF: MODEL 1 MANAGE AIR FORCE RESOURCES
(DAY-TO-DAY)

MODEL AIR STAFF FUNCTIONALAREAS

REFERENCE OPERATIONS LOGISTICS MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL 1--- -

AD 1
DETERMINE AF
RESOURCE REQUIRE
MENTS
C1 Required Force Not applicable Not apphable Not applicable Detailed rie,

(which him
de~cr bej .,r

C2 Executive and Consolidated gurffance. OMB guidelines. Consolidated guidance, OMB uidelines, Consolidated guidance. OMB guideines, Conso t"
Congressional Guidance and congressional questions and statements and congressional questions and statements and congressional questions and statements cono rz I
C3 Perceived Threat Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope O Uies,

I i New AF Resources Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable New s
t

'
st,onei te,

12 Existing AF Resource Existing resource levels and condition of Existing resource levels and condition of Existing personnel levels and skills E ,I's!i. ..

Data aircraft, equipnent, rrnitions, personnel, aircraft, equipment, munitions, and aircraft i-.u

and supplies supplies
A0.2

OBTAIN RESOURCES

C1 Programmed Force Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Program-i
and Requirements constr"nr;

attama . ' '
mission e:
if yin Ii.,
and mar- '

C2 Consolidated Consolidated guidance minimum, optimJrn Consolidated guidance on Mirlriumi, Consolidated guidance on minimum Cons, -!

Guidance and enhanced program levels optimrn. arid enhanced program levels optimum, and enhanced program lees optimn.' j'l

C3 Total Obligational Total obligational authority apportioned Total obligational authority aoportioned Total obligatioral authority apportioned Total r)
Authority ITOA) by appropriation category by appropriation category by appropriation category app op-.itr-

I1 POM and Budget The last POM, FYDP, ant: budget, PEM. The last F-)M, FYDP and budet, PEM, The last POM, FYDP and budget, PEM, he lat P'
Inputs MAJCOM, and other briefings to panels MAJCOM, and other briefings to panets MAJCOM. and other briel us to panels M AA. it -

12 Deficiencies Discrepancies between requirements and Discrepancies between requirements and Discrepancies between requirenrerlts and LIscr:'..r i
authorizations or capability to expend for authorizations of capability to expend for authorizations for personnel and traininrg d Ath,,"

major equipment, support equipment, mali r equipment, support equipment, eu': -'r•
facilities, manning, training, etc. facrlr'res, manning, training, etc

A0,3
MONITOR AND
MANAGE

Cl Authorizations Obligational authority apportioned by Obhgational authority apportione by Obligational authority ai ,ortioned lii, No'
comman1d and appropriation categories Coimanfd and appropriation categori s command and appropriation categories

C2 Requirements Mission, training, aircraft utilization, and Aircraft utilization. support eauilpmert, Manning and training requirements Nor a;
manning requirements supplies, maintenance personnel and skill

redquirements

C3 Perceived Threat Outside systen scope Outside system scope Outside system scope Outsr'c isyvS

I I Resource Status and Resource ID, location, numnber, and Resource ID, location, number and Personnel and skill levels by MAJCOM Not ai
Performance Data condition condition by MAJCOM aircraft s iMDS),

Aircrews by MAJCOM and weapon system support equipment, suisilies, maintenance
Wing, squadron, unit personnel and skills
Mission types

F lying hours
Performance

12 Readiness Data Number arid coirdition of critical resources Nifmber and condition of critical resources Skill levels and number of critical personnel Not apphi
by squadron matched to specific combat by wing or squadron matched to specific by wing or squadron matched to specific
commitments (All critical resources, conbat commitments (Does not include combat commitments
especially aircrews) aircrews) Shortfalls

Shortfalls Shortfalls Quantity short
Quantity short Quantity short
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IC ES

AIR STAFF FUNCTIONAL AREAS

LOGISTICS MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL PLANS

Not applicable Not applicable Detailed description of the "Planning Force'

(which has a reasonable assurance of success)

described in number of wings and capability

Consolidated guidance, OMB guidelines. Consolidated guidance, OMB guidelines, Consolidated guidance, OMB guidelines, and
cnis and congressional questions and statements and congressional questions and statements congressional questions and statements

Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope

Not applicable Not applicable New systems, equipment, facilities, and per
sonnel being added to AF inventory

if Existing resource levels and condition of Existing personnel levels and skills Existing resource levels and condition of
i't aircraft, equipment, munitions, and aircraft, equipment, munitions, and supplies

supplies

Not applicable Not applicable Programmed force equals the planning force
constrained by fiscal guidance (now called
attainable forcel. Recommended resource
mission requirements, training requirements
(flying hours), A/C utilization requirements,
and manning requirements

Consolidated guidance on minimum, Consolidated guidance on minimum, Consolidated guidance on minimum,
optillim, and enhanced program levels optimum, and enhanced program levels optimum, and enhanced program levels

Total obligational authority apportioned Total obligatiorial authority apportioned Total obligational authority apportioned by
by appropriation category by appropriation category appropriation category

The last POM, FYDP, and budget; PEM, The last POM. FYDP, and budget; PEM, The las
t 

POM, FYDP, and budget, PEM,
MAJCOM, and other briefings to panels MAJCOM. and other briefings to panets MAICOM. ard other biie(ns to panets

Discrepancies between requirements and Discrepancies between requirements and Discrepancies between requirements and
authorizations of capability to expend for authorizations for personnel and training authorizations for major equipment, support
malor equipment, support equipment, equipment. facilities, manning, training, etc.
factlities, manning, training, etc.

OiIiiqational authority apportioned by Obligational authority apportioned by Not applicable
command and appropriation categories command and appropriation categories

Aircraft utilization, support equipment, Manning and training requirements Not applicable
supplies, maintenance personnel, and skill
requiremenis

Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope

Resource ID. location, number and Personnel and skill levels by MAJCOM Not applicable
condition by MAJCOM- aircraft's (MDS),

em support equipment, supplies, maintenance

personnel and skills

r ue Nimber and condition of critical resources Skill levels and number of critical personnel Not applicable
by wing or squadron matched to specific by wing or squadron matched to specific
combat commitments. (Does not include combat commitments
aircrewsl Shortfalls

Shortfalls Quantity short
Quantity short



TACTICAL AIR COMMAND: MODEL 2 MANAGE TACTICAL FIGHTER WINGS
_____________ C ~DAY-TO0-DAY)___ _____

MODEL ___ _ __TACTICAL AIR COMMAND FUNCTIONAL AREAS
REFERENCE 6OP ERATIO0NS7- LOdGISTICS MNO E/ESNE

AD. 1
ANALYZE REQUIRE Tasking within OperationS or cernr~ngencv Ar ,aft uti'izatmr' rates Not applicable Tasking witte.-'

MENTS - - plans. Desiroed Osprrratro'ral Cadiabitri h, plais. Designe,! j

Cl -Requirements squadron. flyinq hour requirerirents, utili squalrox,
zation requirements, and XCS evurcise

requiremrent

C2 Perceived Threat Outside system scope Not applicable %o applicable OLtSide $ssre S.
C3 TFW Resource Data Major wing eqsipmrent and] airrrew Mialor wing est~ipoIrirut Personnel by squadron anid AFSC Noi applira:,:

Aircraft MDS) Aircraft (MADSi Accessions
Aircrew VH E Squadrons
GCG levels Sparp engines Skill 'evels

AO.2
DEVELOP PLANS FOR
ACCOPSHI-NG
REQUIREME-NTS-

CI TAG Planning Proposerd TAG "ti ucture and trainring re Not aptplicabrle Not applicable Proposed T rC-.

Requirements qu irerrents for accorrrplishing the assigneda quireilents ter aj.
missions. required JCS exercises, arid 11rissigr eJ.,,'.'

operational requirements operar uris.

C2 Flying Hours and Total number of living hours ano flyirrg Aircraft utilizatiorn rates Not applicable Nt.O alpl,

UITE Rate hours by mrission type

C3 Authorizations Autfiori/eil wing P44, tabrle of autrhori Authorized wiing PAA, table of autlion Table Of authorization (manning levei try A,rou i, I
zation. level of expendables, and faciirs zation ids applies to equipment, and sup- AFSC - skill levels)

plies), levels of expendables and facilities

I1 TFW Resource anrl Numrber. loicationt dd condition of wing Number, location, and conirttiot of major Number, location, and availabily of Not apyiliar.4
Readiness Da'a A C and aircreiss wing eqluiprrent and critical supply levels critical personnel by AFSC

12 Shortfalls arid Discrepaircies between requirernents lard on Discrepancies between rrrruiremerrts aid on Discrepancies between requirements iart cor Discrepanci-, icr.
Problems wing and their level of achirevement with wing arnd their lend ot cinet with wing arid their level of achieveenrt with is irrg a;, t 0'e

AO3reasons reasons reasons -easons-- -

OBTAIN R E QUIRED T AG plans fur accomplishing requireirents Nut applicable Not apiplicable .C ;),rrarr,
SUPPORT I wartirre anli Iruacetirnie cornitrnentsl.
CI TAG Plans, Training, and TM 51-5D. arid exercise schedule arid
Exercise Schedule reqluiremernts

C2 Approved Budget TAG TOA brrken dorwo try wing Irrase, 5y I AC I-DA Irroken dlown try s rrtrSei by TAG TOA broken down by wvinj lbasei lur TAG T,)At,-
11TWRsuc aa appropriation cadtegory alplipi ration category appropriation category approptrat-- i t

Il FWResure Dta Assignerd arid actirri wing FAA an,! aircrews Assirtresl ald actual wing FAA, facitres, Assigned anit actual wing mranning try Asgrre(t an.-
ertuipmnirt, antI supplies AFSC -skill lesel facilitiese, cii

12 F FW BuLget input and Quarterly S AC reftin ig suppror t r iliest E lii 1rrerrt, spare parts, arl(! SUppry rrrluests Not applicabfle t ngI 'U , I' nout
Supply Reqtuests Qiar terly MAC airlift suprp~t request

AO .4
MONITOR PERFORM
ANWE

C1 TAG Plans. Training, anil TAG lirari, for arcirrrjiisfring its rerliliie Not applicalrle Not applicable Not apPlcalir
Exercise Scherdule arid ments, I M 5t 50. arril irsrrcip schedii
Requirements andrlIequ irernerrts Winil IreaCi!l i e anid

marti rue comim lenits

C2 Authorizeid Atfrorizell wing PAA, tabile mit autiiorizeir Aitmor eiz wing PAA, tatrle of authrorizedf Not applicable Not apolirat,-
Resource Levels levels of espenilalres, .111 facilities levels of expendalies, antI facilities

11 TFW Resource, Readiness Actual wing FAA. nranrirng, tairlrties skill Actual wing PAA. facilities. supprlies, and Actual wirrg nitanning IAFSC sk-1l level, Not aptrlica:'-
and Reqluirements pries anri eqtUiiltiri riuorlier, location. equlipmernt5 Inurriber. location, condlition) lrocatiorn, asarlability) and readiness to
Completion Data conditrin an111 rearrrss Toi execute task iq arni reardiness to execute tasking and esecute tasking with personnel limiting

with lrrnitiri fa(ito's limnitirng factors factors anrt sprecific number of AFSC
shortfalls
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YGS

IACT ICAL AIR COMMAND FUNCTIONAL AREAS
iGISTICS MANPOWE R'PERSONNEL PLANS

tes Not applicable Tasking within operations or cortingenc
plans, Designed Operational Capability by
squadron

Not applicable Outside system scope
Personnel by squadron and AFSC Not applicable

Accessions
Squadrons
Skill levels

Not applicable Proposed TAC structure and raining re-
quirements for accomplishing the assigned
mission, required JCS exercises, and
operational requirements

i rates Not applicable Not applicable

PAA, table of authori Table of authorization (manning level by Authorized wing PAA
to equipment, and sup AFSC - skill levels)
pendables and facilities
t. and condition of major Number, location, and availability of Not applicable
md critical supply levels critical personnel by AFSC

ween requirements laid on Discrepancies between requirements laid on Discrepancies between requirements laid on
.el of acrhievement with wing and their level of achievement with wing and their level of achievement with

reasons reasons

Not applicable TAC plans for accomplishing requirements

down by winj (base) by TAC TOA broken down by wing (base) by TAC TOA broken down by wing (base) by
ekjory appropriation category appropriations category
..ii wing PAA, facilities Assigned and actual wing manning by Assigned and actual wing PAA, manning,
oplies AFSC - skill level facilities, equipment, and supplies
parts, anio supply requests Not applicable Wing budget inputs or changes
rlit support request

Not applicable Not applicable

PAA, table of authorized Not applicable Not applicable
iies, and facilities,facilities, supplies, and Actual wing manning (AFSC - skill level, Not applicable
,er, location, conditionl location, availability) and readiness to
sxecute tasking and execute tasking with personnel limiting

factors and specific number of AFSC
shortfalls
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TACTICAL FIGHTER WING: MODEL 3 MANAGE WING OPERATIONS
(DAY-TO-DAY)

MODEL TACTICAL FIGHTER WING FUNCTIONAL AREAS
REFERENCE OPERATIONS MAINTENANCE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

ADi
ANALYZE WING
REQUIREMENTS
C1 HO TAC Requirements DOCs, training exercise, aid readiness DOCs, trai ing. exercise and readiness DOCs, training, exercise, and readiness DOcs, i

requirements imposed hy rAC requirements imposed by TAC requirements imposed by TAC Irequire

C2 Perceived Threat Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside
II Wing Resource and Actual winq resotirce levels for A C. crews. Actual wing res uce levels for A C, A and Actual wing resource levels for WRSK, Actual

Performance Data equipment, supplies Airciew (CC ;evels, D personnel and equipment, POL. MHE, WMR, MHE; mobilization and deployment skills, vi
A 'C generation, mobilizatioi deployment loa(' crews and equipment, spare engines, security

AC Generation ____________

A0,2
PLAN USE OF
RESOURCES

Cl Training, Combat. DOCs. training, exercise, and readiness DOCs, training, exercise, and readiness Not applicable Not apr
Exercise Requirements, SAC requirements imposed by TAC; wing im requirements imposed by TAC, wing im
and MAC Requirements posed requirements andl support require posed requirements; and support require

ments ments
C2 Guidance USAF and TAC regulations or SOP USAF and TAC regulations or SOP USAF and TAC regulations or SOP USAF a
C4 Perceived Threat Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside
It Current Profile Aircrews (current skill levels by GCC, Aircraft by tail number (OPS and MX WRSK, WRM, MHE (number and condition Personn

flying hours, and sorties by mission typel records) maintenance equipment (number by material item) (numte
and condition by material item) le g. ru
Maintenance crews (AFSC and skill level)

A0 3
OBTAIN
RESOURCES
C 1 Wing Program. OPS and Long range wing schedule for flight Long range wing schedule for flight Not applicable Not apr
Contingency Plans. Flying training, AFSC training, exercises. A C, training, AFSC training, exercises, A,'C,
Activity and equipment maintenance and equipment maintenance
C2 Authorizations Wing authorizatios fur PAA, equiprent. Wing authorizations for UE. equipment. Wing authorization for equipment, expend Wing au

expendable levels, and personnel by AFSC and personnel by AFSC able levels, and personnel by AFSC able lev
C3 Training, Combat, Exer DOCs, training, exercise and readiness re DOes, training, exercise, and readiness re- Not applicable Not apt
cise Requirements; SAC and quirements imposed by TAC, wing imposed quirements imposed by TAC wing imposed
MAC Requirements requirements; and support requirements requirements; and support requirements
C4 Perceived Threat Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside
I Inventory and Control Actual number and condition of material Actual number and condition of material Actual number and condition of material Actual

by item and personnel by AFSC difference by item and personnel by AFSC i:fference by item and personnel by AFSC difference item an
between authorized and assigned between authorized and assigned between authorized and assigned betweei

CONTROL USE OF
RESOURCES

C1 Wing P~ogram, OPS and Long range wing schedule for flight Long range wing schedule for flight Not applicable Not apl
Contingency Plans, Flying training, AFSC training, exercises, A/C training, AFSC training, exercises. AiC
Activity and equipment maintenance and equipment maintenance
C2 Training, Combat, Exer DOCs, training, exercise, and readiness DOCs, training, exercise, and readiness Not applicable Not api
cise Requirements, SAC and requirements imposed by TAC; wing in- requirements imposed by TAC, wing im
MAC Requirements posed requirements; and support require- posed requirements; and support require

ments ments
C3 Perceived Threat Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope Outsid
I1 Availability and Status Number, condition, and location of Number, condition, and location of Number, condition, and location of Numbe

material by item. AFSC, skill level, and material by item. AFSC, skill level, and material by item AFSC. skill level, and by iter
duty status (TOY, leave, sick) by individual duty status (TOY, leave, s:ck) by individual status (TDY, leave, sick) by individual leave,

AO.5
REPORT TO WING AND
HQ TAC Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not ap
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TACTICAL FIGHTER WING FUNCTIONAL AREAS

1AINTENANcEA RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT GROUP

ni la readiness DOCs, training, exercise, and readiness DOCs, training, exercise, and readiness
:., ei bi T AC requirements imposed by TAC requirements imposed by TAC
, ,i- Outside system scope Outside system scope
,., , eels for A C. A and Actual wing resource levels for WRSK, Actual wing resource levels for personnel.

'.lrmeit. POL. MHE. WMR. MHE, mobilization and deployment skills, vehicles, ground fuels, facilities.
*. 1,piiwnt spare engines, security personnel, and equipment

"xercise. and readiness Not applicable Not applicable
;,sed by TAC. wing im

., ts aJd support require-

'r,,sjhiltrons or SOP USAF and TAC regulations or SOP USAF and TAC regulations or SOP
scIi)Pe Outside system scope Outside system scope
.. ..ter (OPS and MX WRSK. WRM. MHE lnumber and condition Personnel (by AFSC and skill level) vehicles
-'";ice equipment (number by material item) (number and condition by item) facilities

!T 1,y material item) (e.g., runways, ramps, ranges, etc.)
levs tAFSC and skill level)

, chedule for flight Not applicable Not applicable
'rainin., exercises. A/C,
'-antenance

itions for UE, equipment. Wing authorization for equipment, expend Wing authorizations for equipment, expend
tv AFSC able levels, and personnel by AFSC able levels, and personnel by AFSC

p; xercise, and readiness re- Not applicable Not applicable
rvr isd by TAC. wing imposed

I X-i support requirements

T- scope Outside system scope Outside system scope
ii-ij condition of material Actual number and condition of material Actual number and condition of material by

0v isnnel by AFSC dfference by item and personnel by AFSC" difference item and personnel by AFSC: difference
)iii, ied and assigned between authorized and assigned between authorized and assigned

,." schedule for flight Not applicable Not applicable

' C training, exercises, A/C

., iaintenance

Iq, exercise, and readiness Not applicable Not applicable
's posed by TAC, wing im-

-ients; and support require-

I., scope Outside system scope Outside system scope
,rrtin, and location of Number, condition, and location of Number, condition, and location of material
Steo AFSC. skill level, and material by item. AFSC, skill level, and by item. AFSC, sk.sI level, and status (TOY,
TDY,_leave, sick) by individual status (TOY, leave, sick) by individual leave, sick) by individual

ii Not applicable Not applicable
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AIR STAFF: MODEL 4 SUPPORT CRISIS PREPARATION AND EXECUTION
(CONTINGENCY)

MODEL AIR STAFF FUNCTIONAL AREAS

REFERENCE OPERATIONS LOGISTICS " ANPOWER AND PERSONNEL

ANALYZE SITUATION
CJ JCS Orders JCS alert and warning orders JCS alert and warning orders JCS alert and warning orders JCS alert and

C2 Political Limitations Crisis response constraints on overflight Not applicable Not applicable Crisis respon-

and landing rights imposed by State Dept. landing rights

and enemy alliances enemy allianc

11 CINC Estimate Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside systei

12 Intelligence and The deployment or employment readiness Wing readiness limiting factors Wing readiness limiting factors The deploymi

Resource Data of each wing each wing

AO.2
DEVELOP COMBAT
OPTIONS
Cl CSS Estimate Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside systet

C2 Political Limitations International flight restrictions on over International flight restrictions on over Not applicable International
flights, landings and enroute support flights, landings and enroute support flights, landin

C3 Existing Operations Existing plans relevant for this area or Not applicable Not applicable Existing plans

and Contingency Plans situation situation

I1 Combat Units Resource Wing deployment or employment readi Not applicable Not applicable Wing deployrr
and Readiness Data ness plus location, MDS co-figuration, plus location,

and GCC level level

12 Changes Information on changes to situation. Information on changes to situation, Information on changes to situation, Information c
readiness, limitations, or restrictions readiness, limitations, or restrictions readiness, limitations, or restrictions readiness, lim,

AO.3
DEVELOP SUPPORT
AND AUGMENTATIONS
C I Combat Unit Options Options to deploy or employ specific Options to deploy or employ specific Options to deploy or employ specific Options to de
and Shortfalls units to improve balance or retaliate, and units to improve balance or retaliate, and units to improve balance or retaliate, and units to imprc

option limitations option limitations option limitations option limitat

C2 Plans Relevant contingency plans indicating Relevant contingency plans indicating Relevant contingency plans indicating Relevant cont
potential augmentation options potential augmentation options potential augmentation options potential augr

C3 Political Limitations International restrictions on overflights, International restrictions on overflights, International restrictions on overflights. International ,
landings, and enroute support landings, and enroute support landings, and enroute support landin(ns, and.

11 Support Unit Location, Location and readiness of units with Number and condition of required Number. location, and condition of Location and
Resources and Readiness potentiality for reducing shortfalls material, enroute support required personnel potentiality f(
Data Information on changes to situation, Information on changes to situation, Information on changes to situation, Information o

12 Changes readiness, limiting factors or restrictions readiness, limiting factors, or restrictions readiness, limiting factors, or restrictions readiness, limi

AD 4
MONITOR DEPLOYM ENT
AND ECMPLOYMENT
C l Combat and Support Options for unit deployment, employ Options for unit deployment, employ Options for unit deployment, employ- Options for ui
Options and Shortfalls ment or support with limiting factors on ment or support with limiting factors on ment or support with limiting factors on or support wi

each option each option each option option
C2 Political Limitations International flight restrictions Not applicable Not applicable Not applicabli

C3 Tasking Selected options, units, and support tasking Not applicable Not applicable Not applicabli
I I Mission Status Data Feedback from the tasked units on their Not applicable Not applicable Not applicabl

actions and performance against the
tasked schedule
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CUTION

AIR STAFF FUNCTIONAL AREAS
LOGISTICS _MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL PLANS

A 
-..

I w .ing orders JcS alert and warning orders JCS alert and warning orders
0 r ile Not applicable Crisis response constraints on overflight and

a landing rights imposed by State Dept. and
enemy alliances

Ite'm st Pe Outside system scope Outside system scope
h,,s miting factors Wing readiness limiting factors The deployment or employment readiness of

M each wing

,'-:-m scope Outside system scope Outside system scope
-al flight restrictions on over Not applicable International flight restrictions on over-

itri - Is and enroute support flights, landings and enroute support
!nro 'ZI Not applicable Existing plans relevant for this area or
it t situation

Not applicable Wing deployment or employment readiness
plus location, MOS configuration, and GCC

)nfq level
iii changes to situation, Information on changes to situation, Information on changes to situation,

les i -,itations or restrictions readiness, limitations, or restrictions readiness, limitations, or restrictions
01

I ifPloy or employ specific Options to deploy or employ specific Options to deploy or employ specific
emr ,rove balance or retaliate, and units to improve balance or retaliate, and units to improve balance or retaliate, and

lions option limitations option limitations
S,tingency plans indicating Releva,:t contingency plans indicating Relevant contingency plans indicating

pla iqmentdtion options potential augmentation options potential augmentation options
)"I .- oi restrictions on overflights, International restrictions on overflights, International restrictions on overflights,
on &0 enroute support landings, and enroute support landings, and enroute support
sur4 ii,, condition of required Number, location, and condition of Location and readiness of units with

,s ol .iirote support required personnel potentiality for reducing shortfalls
ing I ,r changes to situation, Information on changes to situation, Information on changes to situation,
es t. ,-t,ng factors, or restrictions readiness, limiting factors, or restrictions readiness, limiting factors, or restrictions
tors, _ ___

. ..n.t deployment, employ Options for unit deployment, employ- Options for unit deployment, employment
IV pilort with limiting factors on ment or support with limiting factors on or support with limiting factors on each
9 )n each option option

dale Not applicable Not applicable
, btle Not applicable Not applicable

Not applicable Not applicable

. e Nt a l NtApl



TAC: MODEL 5 PREPARE AND MANAGE CRISIS
(CONTINGENCY)

MODEL TAC FUNCTIONAL AREAS
REFERENCE OPERATIONS__ LOGISTICS MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL

AO.1
MAKE FORCE
DECISIONS
C1 JCS Orders JCS alert and warning orders JCS alert and warning orders JCS alert and warning orders JCS alert
C2 Assessments Outside system scope Outsi,.e system scope Outside system scope Outside s

II Plans Relevant contingency plans for crisis area Not applicable Not applicable Relevant (

12 Intelligence and Squadron DOCs, deploy'employ readiness. Not applicable Not applicable Not applic
Resource Information aircrew GCC levels and oversea flight

experience

AO.2
PLAN EXECUTIONS

Cl Specified Missions and Units selected for deployment or employ Units selected for deployment or employ- Units selected for deployment or employ Units sele(
Units ment and their assigned missions ment and their assigned missions ment and their assigned missions ment and

C2 Restrictions Air picture between launch and receiving Available enroute bases with their support Not applicable Not applic
bases restricted areas, weather, available capability
enroute bases with their support capability

11 Plans Relevant contingency plans for crisis area Not applicable Not applicable Relevant

12 Resource Data Squadron DOCs, deploy/employ readiness, Not applicable Not applicable Not appic
aircrew GCC levels, and oversea flight
experience

AD .3
COORDINATE
MISSION SUPPORT
C1 Tasking Wing and squadron tasking; PAA, config Wing and squadron tasking: PAA. configu- Wing and squadron taskiig: PAA, configu Wing and

uration. mission, destination, schedule ration, mission, destination, schedule and ration, mission, destination, schedule and ration, mis
and route options route options route options route opt(

C2 Restrictions US aircraft restricted areas, weather, avail- Enroute bases and support capabilities Not applicable Not applic
ab!e enroute bases and support capability

C3 Assessments Outside system scope Outside system scope Not applicable Not applic
I1 Resource Information Tasked unit PAA, MDS, A/C configura- Tasked unit MDS. A/C configuration, fuel- Not applicable Not applic

tion, number mission ready and available, ing requirements, condition and location:
fueling requirements, site survey, and bed- site survey and beddown support capability
down support capability for the selected for selected MDS, aircrews and support
MDS, aircrews and support personnel personnel

12 Problems and Discrepancies between tasking and per- Discrepancies between tasking and per. Discrepancies between tasking and per- Discrepanc
Deficiencies formance along with reasons, previous formance along with reasons formance along with reasons formance

exeir:ise feedbjck

AO.4
MAKE EXECUTION
DEC SION

Cl Combat and Support JCS execute order JCS execute order JCS execute order JCS execu
Tasking
I I Combat and Support Specific wing and squadron tasking; Specific wing and squadron tasking; Not applicable Not applic
Tasking deploy/employ mission and schedule; deploy/employ mission and schedule:

support tasking; deployment; enroute support tasking; deployment, enroute re-
command and control, refueling, mainte fueling, maintenance: beddown support
nance; beddown support for A/C, air for A/C, aircrews, support personnel and
crews, support personnel and airlift off airlift offload and turnaround
load and turnaround

12 Tasked Unit Readiness Time required to deploy and capability to Time required to deploy and capability to Not applicable Not applic
generate sorties in X hours generate sorties in X hours
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TAC FUNCTIONAL AREAS
LOGISTICS MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL PLANS

:e-?' and warning orders JCS alert and warning orders JCS alert and warning orders
system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope

iphcable Not applicable Relevant contingency plans for crisis area

Ipihcadle Not applicable Not applicable

,iected for deployment or employ- Units selected for deployment or employ- Units selected for deployment or employ-
i snl their assigned missions menr and their assigned missions ment and their assigned missions

-Rie nroute bases with their support Not applicable Not applicable

Not applicable Relevant contingency plans for crisis area
'iwable Not applicable Not applicable

-- I L adron tasking PAA, configu Wing and squadron tasking, PAA. configu Wing and squadron tasking PAA, confqu
'ii .. sori. destination, schedule and ration, mission, destination, schedule and ration, mission, destination, schedule and
es :t )ns route options route options

.ises and support capabilities Not applicable Not applicable

-,Atem scope Not app liable Not applicable
S n,t MDS. A/C configuration, fuel- Not applicable Not applicable

r--ents. condition and location:
S,'v and beddown support capability
--Ted MDS, aircrews and support

rI .;ires between task ing and per- Discrepancies between tasking and per- Discrepancies between tasking and per-
along with reasons formance along with reasons formance along with reasons

* ,i- ire order JCS execute order JCS execute order

, iinq anld squadron tasking; Not applicable Not applicable
e Tieploy mission and schedule;

T tasking, deployment, enroute re-
q maintenance; beddown support
- arcrews, support personnel and
-,lo ( and turnaround

-,',ired to deploy and capability to Not applicable Not applicable
sorties in X hours



TAC: MODEL 5 PREPARE AND MANAGE CRISIS (Continued)
_____________ (CONTINGENCY) ________

MODEL TCFNTOA RA
REFERENCE OPERATIONS -TCFNTOA RA

_______________ LOGISTICS -MANPOWER AND) PERSONNEL PLAN

MONITOR AND CON
TROL DEPLOYMENT
C1 Execute Order TAC execute order TAG execute order TAG execute order TAG execute order
C2 Tasking Tasking for deploy men t/employment, Tasking for deployment/employment, Not applicable Not appicablt

support and beddowri (see AO.4 I1) support and beddown (see AO.4 111
I I E nroute and I nplace Location and condition of generated or Location and condition of generated or Location and condition of marshalled or Not applicaile
Statut launched aircraft, marshalled or deployed launched aircraft, mnarthalled or deployed Ideployed personnel

material and personnel material and personnel I___________________ __________
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iued)

_______TAC FUNCTIONAL AREAS
LOGISTICS MANPOWER A-ND PERSONNEL -PLANS

AC eeueorder TAC execute order TAC execute order
Taskmgs for deployment/employment, Not applicable Not applicable

Dort and beddown (see AO.4 11)
~cation and condition of generated or Location and condition of marshalled or Not applicable

iWnched aircraft, marshalled or deployed deployed personnel
jier Id and personnel

L. _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___Now"_



TACTICAL FIGHTER WING: MODEL 6 RESPOND TO CRISIS
(CONTINGENCY)

MODEL TACTICAL FIGHTER WING FUNCTIONAL AREAS
REFERENCE OPERATIONS MAINTENANCE -RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SUF

A0.1
ANALYZE WING
REQUIREMENTS
CI Threat Assessment Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system Scope Outside system
and Intelligence
C2 Preplanned Wing Wing tasking in existing contingency Wing tasking in existing contingency Wing tasking in existing contingency Wing tasking in
Tasking plans for whirh the wig has trained plans for which the wing has trained plans for which the wing has trained for which the ,,
C3 EAM or Tasking PAA MDS, configuration, employment PAA, MDS configuratfon, empioyment PAA. MOS configuration, employment Not applicabio

mission, deployment support (SAC and mission, deployment support (SAC and mission, deployment support (SAC and
MAC). route advice MACi, route advice MAC) route advice

II Wing R-so Jrce Data Airciaft status by tail number, MDS Aircraft status by tail number PAA mobility requirements Not applicable
(Reair,,ss) Aicrw status by crew rimber siarne AGE status WRSK status by iten'

Assembly andi distribution Items essential to launch aircraft and
Eouipment and personnel perform mission)
Load crews and equipment Status of material handling equipment
POL dni equipment IMHE)
Aircraft maintenance unit (AMU)

A0.2

ASSIGN RESOURCES
C1 Vertical and Aircraft generation requirements by PAA. Aircraft generation requirement by PAA. Mobility and deployment requirements by Mobility and :k;
Informal Frags configuration, and schedule configuration, and schedule pallet, vehicle, mobility position number pallet. sehicle
2 HO TAC Tasking Wing tasking including PAA, deployment Wing tasking including PAA. deployment Wing tasking including PAA, deployment Not apph, alle

IFrag) Order and employment schedule, mission, route and employment schedule and mission and employment schedule, mission route
concurrence, enroute support and besdown concurrence, enroute and beddown support
support

I I Wing Resource Data Aircraft status by tail number Aircraft status by tail number Status of mobility position number (MPN) Status of VPN t
Aircrew status by crew member name AGE status Personnel called out by MCC Status of venucle
Graduated combat capability GCC) A&D Equipment and Personnel Status of mobilization pallet
Ocean crossing Load crews and equipment Material by sequence number
Refueling sorties POL and equipment
Availability Spare engines

.....____ ____Aircraft maintenance unit (AMU)

AO 3
MONITOR MOBILIZA.

IEPLOYMENT

CI Formal Wing Frag Deployment orders for all material and Deployment orders for all material and Deployment orders for all material and Deployment ore
personnel being deployed personnel being deployed personnel being deployed, cargo PAX personnel being

manifest, orders, equipment transfer data
C2 HO TAC Tasking TAC execute order and confirmed TAC execute order and confirmed TAC execute order and confirmed TAC execute o

launch times launch times launch times launch times
C3 Threat Assessment Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system scope Outside system,
and Inteiigence
11 Wing Resource Data Status of launched fighters Status of enroute maintenance team Status of deploying personnel by MCC Outside system
Marshall and Enroute Time Material Individual, material by pallet * and

Location courier, vehicle by nomenclature
ETA
Condition

It Wing Resource Data Aircraft status by tail number Aircraft tatus by tail number WRSK status by item Not applicabrle
Engaged Aircrew status by crew member name AGE status

A&D equipment and personnel
Load crews and equipment
POL and equipment
Spare engines
Aircraft maintenance unit (AMU)
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TACTICAL FIGHTER WING FUNCTIONAL AREAS
AINTENANCE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT GROUP

O utside system scope Outside system scope

It ' 1(j contingency Wing tasking in existing contingency Wing tasking in existing contingency plans
"' ,nq has trained plans for which the wing has trained for which the wing has trained
L.uIiidton, employment PAA. MDS. configuration, employment Not applicable

Fent Support (SAC and mission, deployment support (SAC and
i ' MACI, route advice

' tail number PAA mobility requirements Not applicable
WRSK status by item

,iiiiitiioni {Items essential to launch aircraft and
op pi sonnel perform mission)

o prinent Status of material handling equipment
1, 't(MHE)

P",ii(Ci unit IAMUI

<r, i, req,11tement by PAA. Mobility and deployment requirements by Mobility and deployment requirements by
, -si:dule pallet, vehicle, mobility position number pallet, vehicle, mobility position number

rng PAA, deployment .'ing tasking including PAA, deployment Not applicable
'nedule and mission and employment schedule, mission, route

concurrence, enroute and beddown support

'ta, number Status of mobility position number (MPN) Status of MPN personnel called out by MCC

Personnel called out by MCC Status of vehicles called out by MCC
nld Personnel Status of mobilization pallet

'" uwlment Material by sequence number

tn'ance unit IAMU)

j,,ies for all material and Deployment orders for all material and Deployment orders for all material and
,c leoloyed personnel being deployed; cargo/PAX personnel being deployed

manifest, orders, equipment transfer data
order and confirmed TAC execute order and confirmed TAC execute order and confirmed

launch times launch times
'(cope Outside system scope Outside system scope

)ite maintenance team Status of deploying personnel by MCC Outside system scope
Individual, material by pallet #and
courier, vehicle by nomenclature

!y tail number WRSK status by item Not applicable

'-t and personnel
,, equipment
uiment

i,-nance unit IAMU)
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